Title: The Stoic Origins of Erasmus' Philosophy of Christ
Author: Ross Dealy
Call Number: B785 .E64 D42 2017
ISBN: 1487500610
Description: This original and provocative engagement with Erasmus’ work argues that the
Dutch humanist discovered in classical Stoicism several principles which he developed into a
paradigm-shifting application of Stoicism to Christianity. Ross Dealy offers novel readings of
some lesser and well-known Erasmian texts and presents a detailed discussion of the reception
of Stoicism in the Renaissance. In a considered interpretation of Erasmus’ De  taedio Iesu,
Dealy clearly shows the two-dimensional Stoic elements in Erasmus’ thought from an early time
onward. Erasmus’ genuinely philosophical disposition is evidenced in an analysis of his edition
of Cicero’s

De officiis. Building on stoicism Erasmus shows that Christ’s suffering in
Gethsemane was not about the triumph of spirit over flesh but about the simultaneous workings
of two opposite but equally essential types of value: on the one side spirit and on the other
involuntary and intractable natural instincts.
Journal Title: Viator : Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Call Number: CB3 .V53 V. 47:3
ISBN: 9782503560052

 Description: Viator, CMRS’s scholarly journal, publishes articles of distinction in any field of the
Middle Ages and Renaissance, viewed broadly as the period between late antiquity and the
mid-seventeenth century. The journal gives special consideration to articles that cross frontiers,
that focus on meetings between cultures, pursue an idea through the centuries, or employ
methods of different disciplines simultaneously, while remaining accessible to the non-specialist
reader. Viator is published by Brepols Publishers, Belgium, in three issues per year. Each issue
is predominantly in English, with occasional articles in French, German, Italian, and Spanish.
Title: David's Blissful Harp: A Critical Edition of the Manuscript of Matthew Parker’s
Metrical Psalms (1–80)
Author: Einar Bjorvand
Call Number: BS1440 .P25 2015
ISBN: 866985263
Description: Edited with an introduction and commentary by Einar Bjorvand
This ground-breaking critical edition of Parker’s manuscript of his metrical psalms 1–80 is here
presented alongside the texts of those same psalms as they were eventually published by
Parker in 1567/68. This enables the reader to study the genesis and development of an
important translation during its long process of composition in which Parker repeatedly
emended and revised his work. The edition includes a complete account of all his deletions,
emendations, and textual variants. In addition, photographic images of all the surviving

manuscript pages are supplied from the Inner Temple Library manuscript (Miscellaneous MS
No. 36). There is also a thorough commentary on each psalm, a full glossary and several
appendices that help to elucidate Parker’s poetic and exegetical practice. An informative
introduction that places Parker’s unremitting efforts in their appropriate exegetical, literary, and
cultural traditions offers the first extensive discussion of the aims and merits of this translation.
Two of the psalm versions, which exist only in manuscript, are published here for the first time.
The book will be of value to scholars with an interest in biblical translation, to students of
sixteenth-century versification, to church musicians with an interest in the fruitful collaboration of
Parker and Thomas Tallis, and to all readers more generally interested in sixteenth-century
religion and literature.
Title: The Value of Milton
Author: John Leonard
Call Number: PR3588 .L44 2016
ISBN: 1107059852
Description: In The Value of Milton, leading critic John Leonard explores the writings of John
Milton from his early poetry to his major prose. Milton's work includes one of the most difficult
and challenging texts in the English literary canon, yet he remains impressively popular with
general readers. Leonard demonstrates why Milton has enduring value for our own time, both
as a defender of political liberty and as a poet of sublimity and terror who also exhibits moments
of genuine humanity and compassion. A poet divided against himself, Milton offers different
rewards to different readers. The Value of Milton examines not only the significance of his most
celebrated verse but also the function of biblical allegory, classical culture, and the moods, voice
and language that give Milton's writings their perennial appeal.
Title: John Donne: 21st-Century Oxford Authors
Author: Janel Mueller
Call Number: PR2246 .M84 2015
ISBN: 199596565
Description:

The John Donne volume in the 2
 1st-Century Oxford Authors series offers a wholly
new edition of Donne's verse and prose. It consists of a selection of the compositions that
circulated in manuscript or in print form during Donne's lifetime. In keeping with the approach of
the series, the texts are presented in chronological order and the text chosen is, wherever
possible, the text of the first published version. Each text is paired with a generous complement
of historical and textual annotation, which enables the present day reader to access the
excitement with which Donne's contemporaries, his first readers, discovered his famous and
incomparable originality, audacity, ingenuity, and wit. The edition incorporates new directions
and emphases in scholarly editing that are foregrounded in the 2
 1st-Century Oxford Authors
series, such as the history of readership and the history of texts as material objects.

Title: Catalogus Translationum et Commentariorum: Mediaeval and Renaissance Latin
Translations and Commentaries: Annotated Lists and Guides
Author: Paul Oskar Kristeller (editor-in-chief)
Call Number: Z7016 .K96 V. 11
ISBN: 9780888449511
Description: Founded in 1946 by Paul Oskar Kristeller, the Catalogus Translationum et
Commentariorum has become an indispensable research tool for scholars interested in the
history of the classical tradition in the West during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Each
article treats a separate classical author, beginning with a detailed essay on the author's
reception from antiquity to A.D. 1600 and, in some cases, even up to the present day. This
'Fortuna' is followed by a comprehensive list both of manuscript and printed commentaries on
each Latin author and, in the case of Greek authors, a list of Latin translations as well. Since the
publication of the first volume in 1960, the Catalogus has published articles on nearly a hundred
classical authors, with dozens more in active preparation. The project boasts an international
team of contributors from fourteen countries in Europe and North America. Given the
ever-growing interest in the history of classical reception across departments of English,
European languages, and comparative literature, the foundational scholarship that is the
hallmark of the CTC has become more vital than ever to research in the humanities. In this
volume, the eleventh in the series, five full-length articles devoted to Polybius, Diodorus Siculus,
Zosimus, Procopius of Caesarea, and the fictitious Dares Phrygius are supplemented by
addenda and corrigenda to articles previously published on Valerius Maximus, Petronius
Arbiter, Martialis, and Martianus Capella.
Title: British Drama, 1533-1642 : a Catalogue
Authors: Martin Wiggins, in association with Catherine Richardson
Call Number: Z2014 .D7 W544 2012
Volume: V. 5
ISBN: 9780198719236
Description: This is the fifth volume of a detailed play-by-play catalogue of drama written by
English, Welsh, Irish, and Scottish authors during the 110 years between the English
Reformation to the English Revolution, covering every known play, extant and lost, including
some which have never before been identified. It is based on a complete, systematic survey of
the whole of this body of work, presented in chronological order. Each entry contains
comprehensive information about a single play: its various titles, authorship, and date; a
summary of its plot, list of its roles, and details of the human and geographical world in which
the fictional action takes place; a list of its sources, narrative and verbal, and a summary of its
formal characteristics; details of its staging requirements; and an account of its early stage and
textual history. The years covered in this volume saw the consolidation of the Burbage and
Shakespeare company as the King's Men, and the emergence of the Jacobean court masque.

Title: British Drama, 1533-1642 : a catalogue
Authors: Martin Wiggins, in association with Catherine Richardson
Call Number: Z2014 .D7 W544 2012
Volume: V. 6
ISBN: 9780198739111
Description: This is the sixth volume of a detailed play-by-play catalog of drama written by
English, Welsh, Irish, and Scottish authors during the 110 years between the English
Reformation to the English Revolution, covering every known play, extant and lost, including
some which have never before been identified. It is based on a complete, systematic survey of
the whole of this body of work, presented in chronological order. Each entry contains
comprehensive information about a single play: its various titles, authorship, and date; a
summary of its plot, list of its roles, and details of the human and geographical world in which
the fictional action takes place; a list of its sources, narrative and verbal, and a summary of its
formal characteristics; details of its staging requirements; and an account of its early stage and
textual history.
Title: The Understanding of Ornament in the Italian Renaissance
Authors: Clare Lapraik Guest
Call Number: NK1505 .G84 2016
ISBN: 9789004297968
Description: In this paradigm shifting study, developed through close textual readings and
sensitive analysis of artworks, Clare Lapraik Guest re-evaluates the central role of ornament in
pre-modern art and literature. Moving from art and thought in antiquity to the Italian
Renaissance, she examines the understandings of ornament arising from the Platonic,
Aristotelian and Sophistic traditions, and the tensions which emerged from these varied
meanings. The book views the Renaissance as a decisive point in the story of ornament, when
its subsequent identification with style and historicism are established. It asserts ornament as a
fundamental, not an accessory element in art and presents its restoration to theoretical dignity
as essential to historical scholarship and aesthetic reflection.
Title: Traité des Reliques, Suivi de l'Excuse à Messieurs les Nicodémites
Author: Jean Calvin
Call Number: BX9420 .T7 1921
ISBN: n/a
Language: French
Description: St Augustinus complains, in his work entitled "The Labour of Monks," that certain
people were, even in his time, exercising a dishonest trade, hawking about relics of martyrs, and
he adds the following significant words, "should they really be relics of martyrs," from which we
may infer, that even then abuses and deceits were practised, by making simple folks believe
that bones, picked up any where, were bones of saints. Since the origin of this abuse is so

ancient, there can be no doubt that it has greatly increased during a long interval of years,
particularly as the world has been much corrupted since that age, and has continued to
deteriorate until it has arrived at its present condition.
Title: The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in Early Modern England, c. 1530-1700
Authors: edited by Kevin Killeen, Helen Smith, and Rachel Willie
Call Number: BS455 .O94 2015
ISBN: 199686971
Description: The Bible was, by any measure, the most important book in early modern
England. It preoccupied the scholarship of the era, and suffused the idioms of literature and
speech. Political ideas rode on its interpretation and deployed its terms. It was intricately related
to the project of natural philosophy. And it was central to daily life at all levels of society from
parliamentarian to preacher, from the 'boy that driveth the plough', famously invoked by
Tyndale, to women across the social scale. It circulated in texts ranging from elaborate folios to
cheap catechisms; and it was mediated in numerous forms, as pictures, songs, and
embroideries; and as proverbs, commonplaces, and quotations.
Bringing together leading scholars from a range of fields, T
 he Oxford Handbook of the Bible in
Early Modern England, 1530-1700 explores how the scriptures served as a generative motor for
ideas, and a resource for creative and political thought, as well as for domestic and devotional
life.
Sections tackle the knotty issues of translation, the rich range of early modern biblical
scholarship, Bible dissemination and circulation, the changing political uses of the Bible, literary
appropriations and responses, and the reception of the text across a range of contexts and
media. Where existing scholarship focuses, typically, on Tyndale and the King James Bible of
1611, The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in England, 1530-1700 goes further, tracing the vibrant
and shifting landscape of biblical culture in the two centuries following the Reformation.
Title: Reformation Readings of Paul : Explorations in History and Exegesis
Authors: edited by Michael Allen and Jonathan A. Linebaugh
Call number: BS2650.52 .R43 2015
ISBN: 830840915
Description: Did the Protestant Reformers understand Paul correctly? Has the church today
been unduly influenced by Reformation-era misreadings of the Pauline epistles? These
questions―especially as they pertain to Martin Luther's interpretation of the Pauline doctrine of
justification―have been at the forefront of much discussion within biblical studies and theology
in light of the New Perspective on Paul. But that leads to another question: Have we understood
the Reformers correctly? With that in mind, these essays seek to enable a more careful reading
of the Reformers' exegesis of Pauline texts. Each chapter pairs a Reformer with a Pauline letter
and then brings together a historical theologian and a biblical scholar to examine these

Reformation-era readings of Paul. In doing so, this volume seeks a better understanding of the
Reformers and the true meaning of the biblical text.

Title: Frauen und Reformation : Handlungsfelder – Rollenmuster – Engagement
Author: Schattkowsky, Martina (editor)
Call Number: BR317 .F73 2016
ISBN: 9783865839275
Language: German
Description (in German / auf Deutsch): Die Leistungen und Lebenswege von Frauen im Zeitalter
der Reformation sind sowohl in der historischen Forschung als auch in der öffentlichen
Wahrnehmung weithin unterbelichtet. Dabei taten sich besonders in den unruhigen ersten
Jahren der Reformation erweiterte Handlungsspielräume für Frauen auf, die jetzt in ganz
unterschiedlichen Lebensbereichen als Förderinnen des neuen Glaubens auftraten und in
erstaunlichem Ausmass öffentlich und herrschaftlich agierten. 0Der vorliegende Sammelband,
der die Ergebnisse einer Tagung von 2013 auf Schloss Rochlitz präsentiert, thematisiert die
Kämpfe um weibliche und religiöse Selbstbehauptung in einer von Glaubensgegensätzen
zerrissenen Epoche ebenso wie die erheblichen Anteile der Protagonistinnen an den
Auseinandersetzungen der Zeit. Darüber hinaus geht es um die sich während der Reformation
wandelnden weiblichen Rollenmuster, deren Einflüsse bis in die Gegenwart spürbar sind.
Anhand einer Vielzahl von Einzelbiografien werden Problembereiche analysiert, die von
lebensgeschichtlichen Wandlungen im Alltag über Wirtschaft und Recht bis hin zur Praxis von
Bildung und Erziehung sowie zu Frauen der Reformation im Geschichtsdiskurs reichen.
Title: Archery and crossbow guilds in medieval Flanders, 1300-1500
Author: Laura Crombie
Call Number: HD6473 .B4 C76 2016
ISBN: 9781783271047
Description: The notion of “guilds” in civic society might conjure images of craft guilds, the
organisations of butchers, bakers or brewers set up to regulate working practises. In the towns
of medieval Flanders, however, a plethora of guilds existed which had little or nothing to do with
the organisation of labour, including chambers of rhetoric, urban jousters and archery and
crossbow guilds. This is the first full-length study of the archery and crossbow guilds,
encompassing not only the great urban centres of Ghent, Bruges and Lille but also numerous
smaller towns, whose participation in guild culture was nonetheless significant. It examines guild
membership, structure and organisation, revealing the diversity of guild brothers – and sisters –
and bringing to life the elaborate social occasions when princes and plumbers would dine
together. The most spectacular of these were the elaborate regional shooting competitions,
whose entrances alone included play wagons, light shows and even an elephant! It also
considers their social and cultural activities, and their important role in strengthening and

rebuilding regional networks. Overall, it provides a new perspective on the strength of
community within Flemish towns and the values that underlay medieval urban ideology.
Title: Willem van den Blocke : niderlandzki rzeźbiarz nad Bałtykiem w XVI i na początku
XVII w.
Author: Skibiński, Franciszek
Call Number: NB653 .B56 S55 2015
ISBN: 9788365127150
Language: Polish
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library. Skibiński, Franciszek. January 30, 2017. Includes
bibliographical references (pages 480-567). Willem van Den Blocke (c. 1550 – 1628) was a
Flemish sculptor and architect.
Title: L’amour des amours : vers lyriques
Author: Peletier, Jacques
Call Number: PQ1653 .P4 A66 1926
ISBN: n/a
Language: French
Description (French / en français): Ce livre est la reproduction fidele d’une oeuvre publiee avant
1920 et fait partie d’une collection de livres reimprimes a la demande editee par Hachette Livre,
dans le cadre d’un partenariat avec la Bibliotheque nationale de France, offrant l’opportunite
d’acceder a des ouvrages anciens et souvent rares issus des fonds patrimoniaux de la BnF. Les
oeuvres faisant partie de cette collection ont ete numerisees par la BnF et sont presentes sur
Gallica, sa bibliotheque numerique.
En entreprenant de redonner vie a ces ouvrages au travers d’une collection de livres
reimprimes a la demande, nous leur donnons la possibilite de rencontrer un public elargi et
participons a la transmission de connaissances et de savoirs parfois difficilement accessibles.
Nous avons cherche a concilier la reproduction fidele d’un livre ancien a partir de sa version
numerisee avec le souci d’un confort de lecture optimal. Nous esperons que les ouvrages de
cette nouvelle collection vous apporteront entiere satisfaction.
Title: La vida breve : facsímil del manuscrito XXXV A1 del Archivo Manuel de Falla
Author: Falla, Manuel de
Call Number: PQ1665 A1 1911
ISBN: 8492285214
Language: Spanish
Description: Reproduces the holograph, dated 1904-1905, which has Spanish words with
French translation added in red in another hand.
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Title: Melanchthon : Vermittler der Reformation : eine Biographie / Neuausgabe, umfassend bearbeitet
und erweitert
Author: Heinz Scheible
Call Number: BR335 .S34 2016
ISBN: 9783406686733
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): Philipp Melanchthon war der wichtigste Weggefährte Luthers – und
viel mehr als das. Der leise und stotternd sprechende kleine Griechisch-Professor war der eigentliche
Kommunikator der Reformation: Er führte politische und theologische Verhandlungen, reiste unentwegt,
schrieb unzählige Briefe und machte die Reformation zu einer Bildungsbewegung. Heinz Scheible hat
seine viel gerühmte Biographie des großen Humanisten für diese Neuausgabe umfassend bearbeitet und
erweitert. Als Melanchthon 1518 mit 21 Jahren von Tübingen nach Wittenberg wechselte, war der 14
Jahre ältere Luther von dem "wunderbaren Menschen, an dem fast alles übermenschlich ist―, begeistert.
Schnell entwickelte sich eine enge Freundschaft zwischen dem feinsinnigen Humanisten und dem
polternden Theologen, die in zahlreichen Doppelbildnissen verewigt wurde. Darüber konnte jedoch
Melanchthons eigenständiges Wirken als Reformator leicht übersehen werden. Heinz Scheible zeichnet
auf der Grundlage einer einzigartigen Quellenkenntnis Melanchthons Leben nach, erklärt seine
Bedeutung als Bildungsreformer, Philosoph, Theologe und politischer Unterhändler und geht dem
wechselvollen Verhältnis zu Luther nach. Ob sich die Reformation ohne Melanchthon durchgesetzt hätte,
ist ungewiss. Heinz Scheibles Standardwerk zeigt eindrucksvoll, was sie ihm verdankt.
Title: Artistic disobedience : music and confession in Switzerland, 1648-1762
Author: Claudio Bacciagaluppi
Call Number: ML2949.2 .B33 2017
ISBN: 9789004330740
Description: In Artistic Disobedience Claudio Bacciagaluppi shows how music practice was an occasion
for cross-confessional contacts in 17th- and 18th-century Switzerland, implying religious toleration. The
difference between public and private performing contexts, each with a distinct repertoire, appears to be
of paramount importance. Confessional barriers were overcome in an individual, private perspective.
Converted musicians provide striking examples. Also, book trade was often cross-confessional. Music by
Catholic (but also Lutheran) composers was diffused in Reformed territories mainly in the private music
societies of Swiss German towns (collegia musica). The political and pietist influences in the Zurich and
Winterthur music societies encouraged forms of communication that are among the acknowledged
common roots of European Enlightenment.
Title: Painting and publishing as cultural industries : the fabric of creativity in the Dutch Republic, 15801800
Author: Claartje Rasterhoff
Call Number: N8600 .R37 2017
ISBN: 9789089647023
Description: The Dutch Republic was a cultural powerhouse in the modern era, producing lasting
masterpieces in painting and publishing—in the process transforming those fields from modest trades to
booming industries. This book asks the question of how such a small nation could become such a major
player in those fields. Claartje Rasterhoff shows how industrial organizations played a role in shaping
patterns of growth and innovation—as early modern Dutch cultural industries were concentrated
geographically, highly networked, and institutionally embedded, they were able to reduce uncertainty in
the marketplace and stimulate the commercial and creative potential of painters and publishers—though
those successes eventually came up against the limits of a saturated domestic market and an aversion to
risk on the part of producers that ultimately brought an end to the boom.

Title: The Devonshire collection of Northern European drawings (five volumes)
Author: Michael Jaffé
Call Number: NC225 .J344 2002
ISBN: 9788842206200
Description: This five-volume boxed set is a major addition to the field. The celebrated collection of
European Old Master Drawings belonging to the Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth in Derbyshire is the
most important private collection in the world, second only to that of the Queen of England herself. Each
drawing has been described and annotated in exhaustive detail by the late Michael Jaffe, a celebrated
specialist in this field and the former director of the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, UK. The drawings
are meticulously reproduced in color and include masterpieces by Van Dyck, Rubens and Rembrandt.
Title: Prints and the pursuit of knowledge in early modern Europe
Author: edited by Susan Dackerman
Call Number: NE625 .P745 2011
ISBN: 9780300171075
Description: An unusual collaboration among distinguished art historians and historians of science, this
book demonstrates how printmakers of the Northern Renaissance, far from merely illustrating the ideas of
others, contributed to scientific investigations of their time. Hans Holbein, for instance, worked with
cosmographers and instrument makers on some of the earliest sundial manuals published; Albrecht
Dürer produced the first printed maps of the constellations, which astronomers copied for over a century;
and Hendrick Goltzius's depiction of the muscle-bound Hercules served as a study aid for students of
anatomy. Prints and the Pursuit of Knowledge in Early Modern Europe features fascinating reproductions
of woodcuts, engravings, and etchings; maps, globe gores, and globes; multilayered anatomical "flap"
prints; and paper scientific instruments used for observation and measurement. Among the "do-ityourself" paper instruments were sundials and astrolabes, and the book incorporates a facsimile of globe
gores for the reader to cut out and assemble.
Title: Humanism and the Latin classics
Author: John N. Grant
Call Number: PA6163 .H86 2017
ISBN: 9780674971639
Description: Aldus Manutius (c. 1451-1515) was the most important and innovative scholarly publisher of
the Renaissance. His Aldine Press was responsible for more first editions of classical literature,
philosophy, and science than any other publisher before or since. A companion volume to I Tatti's The
Greek Classics (2016), Humanism and the Latin Classics presents all of Aldus's prefaces to his editions
of works by ancient Latin and modern humanist writers, translated for the first time into English, along
with other illustrative writings by Aldus and his collaborators. They provide unique insight into the world of
scholarly publishing in Renaissance Venice.
~* Rare Book *~
Title: Die biecher Vincentij Obsopei : Vonn der Kunst zů trincken / auß dem latein in vnser Teutsch
sprach transferiert durch Gregorium Wickgram[m] Gerichtschreiber zů Colmar
Author: Vincentius Opsopäus
Call Number: PA8555 .O68 D43 1537
ISBN: n/a
Language: German
Description: This volume features a woodcut printer’s device on the last page in addition to 5 woodcut
initials. The Victoria University Library copy has early marginal notes in an unknown hand. It is bound in
early nineteenth century boards. There is a bookplate belonging to the early German philologist and art
historian Gustav Parthey (1798-1872); Gregory Wickram translator, printer Johann Faber (1542). 108
unnumbered pages : illustrated ; 20 cm (4to).

Title: Selected letters / Francesco Petrarca ; translated by Elaine Fantham (2 volumes)
Author: Petrarca, Francesco (1304-1374)
Call Number: PQ4496 .E29 E21 2017
ISBN: 9780674058347
Language Note: This is a facing-page volume: Latin on the versos; English translation on the rectos.
Description: We naturally think of Petrarca first as a poet. But he was much more than that. The first of
the great scholar-poets of the Renaissance, Petrarca was instrumental in establishing as a cultural goal
the rediscovery and collection of manuscripts of the ancient Latin authors; thanks to Petrarca the
humanist scholars who followed him became the main conduit for the transmission and revitalization of
classical learning, a necessary condition of the wider European Renaissance. Even more significant was
Petrarca's role in shaping the literary movement that became known as humanism, a movement that for
centuries promoted the study and cultivation of Latin literature.
A charismatic figure with a gift for friendship, his life - revealed above all in his letters - became a model
for how to live a literary life, how to reconcile the study of pagan literature with sincere Christian belief,
and how the study of ancient languages and literatures could serve both true religion and the public world
of princes and republics, as well as promote moral excellence in mankind as a whole. He gave the
humanities a set of ideals that they fed upon for centuries. He taught how the civic virtues and
philosophical wisdom of the pagans could be combined with Christian teachings to produce a richer
civilization. He taught that the humanistic study of antiquity could transform lives and bring back virtue as
a personal and public ideal. He more than anyone planted the great tree of Christian classicism which
flourished in the West down to modern times.

CRRS New Acquisitions March 2017
Title: Cajetan's biblical commentaries : motive and method /
Author: O’Connor, Michael
Call Number: B785.C154 O26 2017
ISBN: 978-9004325067
Description: Remembered as the official who failed to keep Luther in the Catholic fold, Tommaso de
Vio, Cardinal Cajetan (1469-1534) was a multi-faceted figure whose significance extends beyond those
days in Augsburg. In the 1520s, he embarked on a labour of biblical commentary that occupied the final
decade of his life, producing over a million words of translation and commentary. Offering an overview of
this remarkable body of work, Michael O'Connor argues that Cajetan's motive was the renewal of
Christian living (more 'Catholic Reform' than 'Counter-Reformation'), and that his method was a bold and
fresh hybrid of scholasticism and Renaissance humanism, correcting the Vulgate's errors and
expounding the text almost exclusively according to the literal sense.
Title: Magdeburg und die Reformation /
Author: Ballerstedt, Maren; Köster, Gabriele; Poenicke, Cornelia, eds.
Call Number: BR858.M34 M34 2016
ISBN: 978-3954626236
(Volume 1)
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): In 22 Beiträgen entsteht ein facettenreiches Bild der Magdeburger
Reformationsgeschichte in ihren vielfältigen Verflechtungen und Wechselwirkungen auf der lokalen und
der Reichsebene. Dabei kommt die Verbindung von Religion und Politik ebenso in den Blick wie
Phänomene der Religions-, der Kunst- oder der Kulturgeschichte.
Title: Die gantze Heilige Schrift deudsch Wittenberg 1545 /
Author: Luther, Martin (translator); Blanke, Heinz; Kur, Friedrich; and Volz, Hans, eds.
Call Number: BS239 1972
ISBN: n/a
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): – 3 volumes, 144*, 2516 pages; facsimiles; Anhang und Dokumente
(pages 145-397), published separately. Darmstadt : Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, continues the
paging of the 1st group of numbers. Library has only the Anhang and Dokumente.
Title: Der Psalter latein und teutsch / trewlich verdolmetscht vnd grüntlich auszgelecht / mit Christlicher
erkleru[n]g / ausz Dionysio Carthusiano / vn[d] vil andern heilgen lerern : Dar bey des Alten vnd Neuwen
testamentz Cantica oder geseng versamlet /
Author: Augustine, Saint, Bishop of Hippo (writer of added commentary); Denis, the Carthusian, 14021471, (writer of added commentary); Ludolf, von Sachsen, approximately 1300-1377 or 1378 (writer of
added commentary); Gennep, Jaspar von, 1500-approximately 1564 (printer); Loher, Dietrich,
approximately 1495-1554 (editor); Quentel, Peter, -1546 (publisher); Rheineck, Hildegard von,
(dedicatee); and Woensam, Anton, von Worms, ca.1500-ca. 1541, artist.
Call Number: BS1425 .L3 1535
ISBN: n/a
Languages: German, Latin
Description: Bible. Psalms. Latin (note: translation and commentary in German). 1535. Woodcut title
border by Anton Woensam von Worms (d. 1541). Woodcut on the verso of the title pages shows the
arms of Hildegard von Rheineck, Abbess of the cloister Schweinheim. Woodcut after final numbered
page shows the five wounds of Christ. Woodcut on final page is printer's mark and shows the arms of
the city of Cologne. Printed by Jaspar von Gennep. Edited by Dietrich Loher, prior of the charterhouse at
Buxheim. The German translation by the monks of the charterhouse and the original Latin text are

accompanied by the commentaries of Dionysius the Carthusian, Augustine, and Ludolf of Saxony.
Translation and commentary in German. Many pages incorrectly numbered. Quentel began the printing
of Tyndale's translation of the New Testament in Cologne. Roman and gothic type, some woodcut
initials. Victoria University Library copy bound in contemporary calf over wooden boards.
Title: Commentarii D. Andreae Hyperii, doctissimi ac clarissimi theologi, in epistolam D. Pavli ad
Romanos et vtramqve ad Corinthios /
Author: Hyperius, Andreas, 1511-1564, author
Call Number: BS2649 .H97 1583
ISBN: n/a
Language: Latin
Description: OVERSIZE. Title vignette (printer's device). Historiated and decorative initials, tail-pieces.
Includes printed marginalia. Includes indexes. Gift to Victoria University Library. Scott, Father David
Graham, 2017/03/27. Victoria University Library copy has heraldic bookplates of Rev. Dr. Graham Allan
David Scott and "A.H." (Fides Sufficit). Woodcut printer's device on title-page. Also issued as part of
Hyperius's "Commentarii in omnes D. Pauli Epistolas, atque in Epistolam D. Judae", Zurich, 1582-1584
(see Adams H1263). Text in Latin with quotations and examples in Greek. Includes index. Woodcut tailpieces and initials, marginal notes.
Title: Melanchthon and Calvin on confession and communion : early modern Protestant penitential and
eucharistic piety /
Author: Speelman, H. A.
Call Number: BV845 .M45 2016
ISBN: 9783525550410
Description: Melanchthon and Calvin were late medieval people, stemming from a world of order and
unity, and at the same time they fully lived in the early modern world, in which everything was changing.
In this new world they committedly, enthusiastically, and restlessly sought to introduce some order, in
theory as well as practice. The sixteenth-century church was governed by multiple coercive
constructions and systems. Did the two Reformers really succeed in disconnecting themselves from
them, and to what extent did they connect to, for example, the existing forms of eucharistic piety?
The established church had come under serious criticism, and people were massively turning their
backs on the less than attractive ecclesiastical practices--something connecting that era to ours. In
these highly turbulent and suspenseful 1520s, when it was not yet clear whether the ten-year-old
evangelical movement in Germany was still viable, Melanchthon tried to introduce at least some order
into the chaos by means of a confession accompanied by a church order. As it turned out, the new
doctrine on 'Christian freedom' and 'justification by faith alone' was easily interpreted in a one-sided
manner. Through a careful analysis of the sources, Herman A. Speelman examines Melanchthon's
church visitations in 1527 and Calvin's five attempts to shape the modernisation of ecclesiastical life. In
addition to the gospel, also penance and the preaching of the law received a place in the Protestant
liturgy and spirituality.Melanchthon's and Calvin's contributions were not only to have an enormous
impact on the theological evolutions in the evangelical movement in Europe, but they also proved to be
of eminent importance for the way in which the new doctrine was given meaning in practice. Their
instructions continue to be highly influential in large parts of Europe today.
Title: Sin and salvation in early modern France : three women's stories /
Author: d'Auge, Marguerite, 1568-1641; added authors: Burlamacchi, Renée, 1568-1641; Du Laurens,
Jeanne; Handel, Nicholas van (editor); and Winn, Colette H. (editor, writer of introduction, translator)
Call Number: DC112.A1 D38 2017
ISBN: 9780866985710
Description: The texts available here in English for the first time open a window into the lives of three
early modern Frenchwomen as they explore the common themes of family, memory, sin, and salvation.
The Regrets of Marguerite d’Auge (1600), the Memoirs of Renée Burlamacchi (1623), and the

Genealogy of Jeanne du Laurens (1631), taken from different genres of historical writings, raise
important questions: Why and how did female authorship find its way into the historical record? How did
these voices escape the censorship and prejudice against female publication? In a time of extreme
religious conflict, how did these women convey their views on controversial issues such as primacy of
grace, indulgences, and salvation without disrupting the gender expectations of the era?
Title: Selected letters /
Author: Isabella d'Este, consort of Francesco II Gonzaga, Marquis of Mantua, 1474-1539; and Shemek,
Deanna (editor, translator).
Call Number: DG540.8.I7 A413 2017
ISBN: 9780866985727
Description: Isabella d’Este (1474–1539), daughter of the Este dukes of Ferrara and wife of Marchese
Francesco II Gonzaga of Mantua, co-regent of the Gonzaga state, art collector, musician, diplomat,
dynastic mother, traveler, reader, gardener, fashion innovator, and consummate politician, was also, as
this volume attests, a prolific letter writer with a highly developed epistolary network. Presented here for
the first time in any language is a representative selection from over 16,000 letters sent by Isabella to
addressees across a wide social spectrum. Together, they paint a nuanced and colorful portrait of a
brilliant and influential female protagonist of early modern European society.
Title: Ein neues Lied wir heben an : Martin Luthers Lieder und ihre Bedeutung für die Kirchenmusik /
Author: Rödding, Gerhard
Call Number: ML410 .L964 R63 2015
ISBN: 9783788729172
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): Das Buch macht deutlich, welch wichtiger Impuls von Martin Luthers
Entschluss ausgegangen ist, Lieder zu dichten und zu komponieren, die von der gottesdienstlichen
Gemeinde gesungen werden konnten. Es ging ihm in erster Linie darum, die Gemeinde an der
Gestaltung des Gottesdienstes zu beteiligen. Dazu bot sich als musikalische Form das Volkslied an
oder jedenfalls eine diesem angenäherte musikalische Form. Luthers Lieder und die seiner Gefährten in
Wittenberg verbreiteten sich schnell und wurden bald sehr beliebt. Sie haben maßgeblich dazu
beigetragen, die reformatorischen Gedanken in Deutschland zu verbreiten.
Martin Luther hat die Musik seiner Zeit, also die Renaissance-Musik, sehr geschätzt und viele der
damaligen Komponisten sehr gelobt. Für ihn enthielt die Musik heilende und versöhnende Kräfte.
Darum war für ihn die Musik - nach der Predigt des Evangeliums - die wichtigste Kraft, die den
Menschen von Gott geschenkt ist, mit der der Teufel und das Böse bekämpft werden kann. Es wird aber
auch deutlich, wie sehr die Lieder Luthers im Kontext der musikalischen Entwicklung des 16.
Jahrhunderts stehen. Martin Luthers Lieder haben weit über ihre Zeit hinaus gewirkt. Zum einen haben
sie berühmte Komponisten nachhaltig beeinflusst und sind von ihnen aufgenommen worden, z. B. von
Johann Sebastian Bach oder Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
Zum anderen haben manche von ihnen Eingang in die deutschen Gesangbücher gefunden. Und auch
vor Missbrauch, etwa für nationalistische Propaganda, waren sie nicht gefeit. Gerhard Rödding zeichnet
diese spannende Geschichte kenntnisreich nach und bietet so einen Schlüssel zum besseren
Verstehen der deutschen Kirchenmusik und Gesangbuchtradition. Includes bibliographical references
and index.
Title: The book of the mutability of fortune /
Author: Christine, de Pisan, approximately 1364-approximately 1431; and Geri L. Smith (editor and
translator)
Call Number: PQ1575.L6 S5513 2017
ISBN: 9780866985703

Description: Christine de Pizan (ca. 1364–ca. 1431) has long been recognized as France’s first
professional woman of letters, and interest in her voluminous and wide-ranging corpus has been
steadily rising for decades. During the tumultuous later years of the Hundred Years’ War, Christine’s
lone but strong feminine voice could be heard defending women, expounding the highest ideals for good
governance, and lamenting France’s troubled times alongside her own personal trials. In The Mutability
of Fortune, Christine fuses world history with autobiography to demonstrate mankind’s subjugation to
the ceaselessly changing, and often cruel, whims of Fortune. Now, for the first time, this poem is
accessible to an English-speaking audience, further expanding our appreciation of this ground-breaking
woman author and her extraordinary body of work.
Title: Tre Bellissimi Capitoli In Lode Della pazzia, con alcune stanze Amorose di nouo stampate.
Author: anonymous (see Description)
Call Number: PQ4561 .A1 T74 1543
ISBN: n/a
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: ERASMUS RARE. Anonymous work inspired by Erasmus' "Praise of Folly". It has been
attributed to such authors as Ortensio Lando, Michelangelo Biondo, Claudio Tolomei, and Vinaesio
Albergo. The first part of the work is divided into three chapters on the 'Praise of Folly' themes. Cf. S.
Seidel Menchi, "Erasmus Als Ketzer", Ledien, 1993, p. 30.
Title: Voice of a virtuosa and courtesan : selected poems of Margherita Costa : a bilingual edition /
Author: Costa, Margherita, active 17th century, author; Borrelli, Joan E. (Joan Elizabeth), translator;
Costa, Margherita, active 17th century; Costa-Zalessow, Natalia, editor.
Call Number: PQ4621 .C74 A2 2015
ISBN: 9781599540931
Languages: Italian, English (bilingual edition)
Description: Italian poetry. Translations into English. Poetry. Women's Studies. Translated from the
Italian by Joan E. Borrelli. Bilingual Edition. Feminist, courtesan, playwright and a renowned virtuosa
(soloist vocal performer) called to sing before Roman nobility and the courts of Florence and Paris,
Margherita Costa is, moreover, the most Baroque of the Italian women poets of the seventeenth
century. A prolific writer, she published six volumes of poetry, two prose works, three plays, two
narrative poems, and a pageant in verse for knights on horseback. As a poet, she employs a variety of
genres, using humor and irony to criticize prevailing attitudes towards women and to mock the politics of
her times. Many poems reveal autobiographical references as she voices her personal struggles and
her experiences as a woman of numerous roles, including wife, mother, widow, and, above all, writer,
attempting to achieve recognition and respect for her literary endeavors. This anthology offers the first
English translation from Margherita's extensive oeuvre and represents the first modern publication in
Italian of a selection from seven of her books of verse, which have not seen print since their original
editions in the 1600s. The volume includes a biographical and critical introduction, a comprehensive
bibliography, and notes in both Italian and English.
Title: The city and the parish: drama in York and beyond : shifting paradigms in early English drama
studies /
Author: Johnston, Alexandra F.; and Klausner, David N. (editor)
Call Number: PR644.Y6 J64 2017
ISBN: 9781472478887
Description: The city and the parish: drama in York and beyond : shifting paradigms in early English
drama studies / Alexandra F. Johnston ; edited by David N. Klausner. London ; New York : Routledge,
Taylor & Francis Group, 2017. viii, 353 pages : illustrations, portrait ; 25 cm. (Variorum Collected
Studies Series).
This volume brings together a selection of the major articles of Alexandra F. Johnston, which along with
similar volumes by the late David Mills, Peter Meredith and Meg Twycross makes up a set of "Shifting

Paradigms in Early English Drama Studies". Alexandra Johnston, the founding director of the research
project, Records of Early English Drama, is one of these four key scholars whose work has had a
profound influence on the study of medieval and early modern English drama.
This collection of essays focuses especially on the York plays: on the Mercers' documents that initiated
the project itself; on the theology and christology of the plays; on the relationship between the plays and
contemporary administrative bodies, both civic and national; and on the performance of the York plays
in modern times. A further group of articles considers documentary evidence for the wide range of
drama and mimetic ceremony in the Midlands and the West Country, reinforcing our understanding that
these events took place predominately on a local parish level. The collection is rounded out with a
survey of the immense changes that our reading of early English drama have undergone over the past
half century.
Title: El Hospital de Sepúlveda y la Cofradía de la Cruz /
Author: Linage Conde, Antonio; Cofradía de la Cruz (Sepúlveda, Spain)
Call Number: RA989 .S74 S465 2016
ISBN: 9788461742943
Language: Spanish / Español
Description: (Spanish / Español): El de la Cruz fue el único hospital que funcionó en Sepúlveda
durante el Antiguo Régimen y daba cabida a los forasteros y transeúntes, porque los vecinos eran
atendidos en San Cristóbal, casa de expósitos y de caridad, mediante socorros a domicilio. El Hospital
de la Cruz –se llamaba así por la cofradía del mismo nombre que lo tenía a su cargo– subsistió hasta
mediado el siglo XX, pero la cofradía fue suprimida cien años atrás, durante la Regencia de Espartero.
El Hospital fue desamortizado y su actividad fue decayendo a medida que la beneficencia provincial se
hacía cargo de esas atenciones. Al principio de los años cincuenta del siglo pasado tuvo lugar en el la
última defunción.
En esta obra, Antonio Linage nos sumerge en la Sepúlveda del Antiguo Régimen y en la vida de la
Cofradía, similar a otras existentes en la villa, con fiesta anual, la Cruz de Mayo, los acompañamientos
a los entierros de los hermanos y los sufragios por ellos, y su protagonismo en las procesiones de
Semana Santa. En el prólogo del libro se indica que los datos contenidos en las actas de esas
funciones son interesantes, por ejemplo, para conocer la historia de la gastronomía local, pues dan
noticias al respecto. Así, aparece una primera mención al cordero asado, ahora emblemático y
afamado.
Es un indicio del interés de este libro por conocer la vida cotidiana en la Sepúlveda de la época. Las
defunciones en el Hospital de la Cruz fueron constantes y numerosas. Por ello, el libro de Linage es
también una fuente para conocer esta parcela de la historia, la muerte, que tanto ha traído en los
últimos lustros a los investigadores, desde los estudios de Vovelle, Chaunu, Aries y otros, con arreglo a
modelos que luego han sido utilizados y enriquecidos por doquier.

CRRS New Acquisitions April and May 2017
Title: Erasmus and Calvin on the foolishness of God : reason and emotion in the Christian philosophy
Author: Essary, Kirk
Call Number: BR350 E7 E87 2017
ISBN: 9781487501884
Description: What did Paul mean when he wrote that the foolishness of God is wiser than human
wisdom? Through close analysis of the sixteenth-century reception of Paul's discourses of folly, this book
examines the role of the New Testament in the development of what Erasmus and John Calvin refer to as
the "Christian philosophy." Erasmus and Calvin on the Foolishness of God reveals the importance of
Pauline rhetoric in the development of humanist critiques of scholasticism while charting the formation of
a specifically affective approach to religious epistemology and theological method. As the first booklength examination of Calvin's indebtedness to Erasmus, which also considers the participation of
Bullinger, Pellikan, and Melanchthon in an Erasmian exegetical milieu, it is a case-study in the
complicated cross-confessional exchange of ideas in the sixteenth century. Kirk Essary examines
assumptions about the very nature of
theology in the sixteenth century, how it was understood by leading humanist reformers, and how ideas
about philosophy and rhetoric were received, appropriated, and shared in a complex intellectual and
religious context.
Title: Im Ringen um die Reformation : Kirchen und Prädikanten, Rat und Gemeinden in Augsburg /
Author: Wandel, Lee Palmer (editor); Kiessling, Rolf (editor); and Safley, Thomas Max (editor)
Call Number: BR359.A9 I4 2011
ISBN: 9783928471794
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): 340 pages, 3 unnumbered pages of plates (colour folded) : 26
illustrations, colour folded map ; 25 cm. Includes bibliographical references (pages 310-326) and index.
Im Ringen um die Reformation ist keiner der üblichen Sammelbände, die auf eine vorgegebene
Fragestellung aus verschiedenen Blickwinkeln eingehen, wobei die Beiträge auf unterschiedlichem
Quellenmaterial und methodischen Ansätzen beruhen. Vielmehr handelt es sich um den Versuch einer
Neuinterpretation der Augsburger Reformationsgeschichte auf der Basis eines gemeinsamen
theoretischen Rahmens und profunder Quellenkenntnis. Zu diesem Projekt hat sich ein deutschamerikanisches Netzwerk von drei Professoren und ihren Mitarbeitern bzw. Doktoranden
zusammengeschlossen. Die Autoren sehen in ihrem gemeinsamen Unternehmen zu Augsburg eine
Modellstudie mit dem Anspruch, zumindest für die großen Städte im Reich ein vertieftes Verständnis der
Reformation(en) zu bieten. (for more information, see the book review by Hans-Jörg Künast on Project
Muse)
Title: Le "giustificazioni" dell'Archivio Barberini : inventario
Author: Cacciaglia, Luigi (editor)
Call Number: CD1658 .B37 C23 2014 v.1
ISBN: 9788821009174 (Volume 1)
Language: Italian
Description: (Italian / Italiano): Nacque a Firenze il 23 settembre 1597 e si laureò in utroque iure
all'Università di Pisa nel 1623. Papa Urbano VIII (suo zio) lo elevò al rango di cardinale nel concistoro del
2 ottobre 1623 e ricevette il titolo di Sant'Onofrio, diaconia pro illa vice il 20 novembre dello stesso anno;
divenne Governatore di Fermo, carica che tenne dal 1623 al 1644. Fu prefetto del Tribunale della
Segnatura Apostolica dal 13 ottobre 1623 al 18 marzo 1628 e Governatore di Tivoli dal 9 marzo 1624 al
1632. Il 13 novembre 1624 optò per la diaconia di Sant'Agata alla Suburra. Fu nominato arciprete della
Basilica Vaticana nel 1625 e Bibliotecario di Santa Romana Chiesa dal 1º luglio 1626 fino al 13 dicembre
1633. Nel 1625 gli acquistò da Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc l'Avorio Barberini. Nel 1627 fu nominato
abate commendatario di Grottaferrata e Farfa, nel 1629 Arciprete della Basilica Liberiana. Sempre nel
1627 accolse Luca Olstenio, che nel 1636 divenne suo bibliotecario. Nel 1630 fu nominato dallo zio, papa

Urbano VIII, prefetto della Congregazione della Sanità, poi Vice-cancelliere di Santa Romana Chiesa,
carica che tenne dal 24 novembre 1632 fino alla morte; lo stesso giorno optò per il titolo di San Lorenzo
in Damaso, diaconia pro illa vice. Il 14 novembre 1644 optò per l'ordine dei preti e mantenne il titolo di
San Lorenzo in Damaso; il 23 ottobre 1645 optò per l'ordine dei vescovi ed ebbe la sede suburbicaria di
Sabina, mantenendo il titolo di San Lorenzo in Damaso. Il 5 novembre dello stesso anno fu ordinato
vescovo dal cardinale Girolamo Colonna, assistito da Giovan Battista Scannarolli vescovo di Sidon e da
Bernardino Panicola, vescovo di Ravello e Scala. L'11 ottobre 1666 optò per le sedi suburbicarie di Ostia
e Velletri, sempre mantenendo il titolo di San Lorenzo in Damaso. Decano del Sacro Collegio dei
Cardinali, morì a Roma il 10 dicembre 1679 all'età di 82 anni e fu sepolto nella Basilica di San Pietro.
Title: Memoirs, illustrative of the life and writings of John Evelyn, Esq. F. R. S. author of the "Sylva," &c.
&c. : comprising his diary, from the year 1641 to 1705-6, and a selection of his familiar letters : to which is
subjoined, The private correspondence between King Charles I. and his secretary of state, Sir Edward
Nicholas, whilst His Majesty was in Scotland, 1641, and at other times during the Civil War; also between
Sir Edward Hyde, afterwards Earl of Clarendon, and Sir Richard Browne, ambassador to the court of
France, in the time of King Charles I. and the usurpation : the whole now first published, from the original
mss. in two volumes /
Author: Evelyn, John, 1620-1706
Call Number: DA447 .E9 A4 1818
ISBN: n/a
Description: OVERSIZE. Memoirs, illustrative of the life and writings of John Evelyn, Esq. F. R. S. author
of the "Sylva," &c. &c. : comprising his diary, from the year 1641 to 1705-6, and a selection of his familiar
letters : to which is subjoined, The private correspondence between King Charles I. and his secretary of
state, Sir Edward Nicholas, whilst His Majesty was in Scotland, 1641, and at other times during the Civil
War; also between Sir Edward Hyde, afterwards Earl of Clarendon, and Sir Richard Browne, ambassador
to the court of France, in the time of King Charles I. and the usurpation : the whole now first published,
from the original mss. in two volumes / edited by William Bray, Esq. Fellow and Treasurer of the Society
of Antiquaries of London. 2 volumes : folded genealogical table, folded map, illustrations (1 folded),
portraits ; 29 cm. (4to). The portraits are engraved by T. Bragge, H. Meyer, John Scott and Philip Audinet
after drawings by R. NanteÃ¼il (3), P. Lely and Sir G. Kneller. The folded illustration is engraved by John
Scott after an illustration by Edwd. Duncumb. The folded map is engraved by H. Mutlow. Includes
bibliographical references and index. Victoria University Library copy has armorial bookplate of Sir James
R. Fergusson, Bart. Of Spitalhaugh on front paste-down of volume 1.
Title: Annotations on Galatians and Ephesians / translated, edited, and annotated
Author: Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536; and Riemer A.Faber (editor and translator)
Call Number: PA8502 .E5 1974 v.58
ISBN: 9781442641938
Description: Volume 58 in the Collected Works of Erasmus series contains, for the first time, the English
translation of Erasmus’ Annotations on Paul’s Epistles to the Galatians and Ephesians.
Erasmus’ Annotations began as marginal comments in his own copy of the New Testament and were
subsequently published in 1516 as a supplement to the Novum Instrumentum. His annotations were
intended to justify his changes based on the Greek text. In each successive edition, published between
1516 and 1535, the Annotations grew in size and scope providing Erasmus with the opportunity to defend
his translations in the face of growing criticism from orthodox Catholic theologians. This volume notes the
editorial changes made in the five editions and also provides the reader with information about the
patristic, medieval and contemporary sources consulted by Erasmus, and about the evolving relations
with contemporary critics. The Annotations played a pivotal role in the development of sixteenth-century
biblical exegesis and mark a significant stage in the evolution of humanist biblical scholarship.

Title: The wild-goose chase : a comedie : as it hath been acted with singular applause at the BlackFriers: being the noble, last, and onely remaines of those incomparable drammatists, Francis Beaumont,
and John Fletcher, gent. /
Author: Fletcher, John, 1579-1625
Call Number: PR2420 .C47
ISBN: n/a
Description: OVERSIZE. Victoria University Library copy bound with: Beaumont, Francis. The wildgoose chase. London : Printed for Humpherey Moseley, 1652. Acted at court in 1621, but not printed
until 1652. In 1647 when the folio of Beaumont's and Fletcher's works was published, this play was
omitted, as it had long been lost and was supposed to be irrecoverable. Cf. Preface to edition of 1647;
Cambridge hist. of Eng. lit.; and Dyce, A. Works of Beaumont & Fletcher, 1845, v. 8, p. 102. In fact by
Fletcher alone. Cf. the dedication. Printed by William Wilson (Pforzheimer). Printer's name from
Pforzheimer catalogue, which adds "It is apparent that the copy was divided between two compositors, if
not shops."
Title: Pseudodoxia epidemica, or, Enquiries into very many received tenents and commonly presumed
truths : together with the Religio medici /
Author: Browne, Thomas, Sir, 1605-1682
Call Number: PR3327 .A68 1672
ISBN: n/a
Description: The sixth and last edition, corrected and enlarged by the author, with many explanations,
additions and alterations throughout. Together with many more marginal observations, and a table
alphabetical at the end. "Religio medici. The seventh edition, corrected and amended", "Annotations upon
Religio medici" and "Observations upon Religio medici, occasionally written by Sr. Kenelm Digby, Knight.
The fifth edition, corrected and enlarged" each have special title-page with imprint: London, Printed for
Andrew Crook, 1672. Errors in paging: pages 190-191 and 211 of 2nd group numbered 290-291 and 210
respectively; no. 213 duplicated, no. 215 omitted. Frontispiece portrait signed : F. H. Van Houe. sculp.
Wing B5165. Victoria University Library copy has bookplate of "Francis Hubert Barclay".
Title: Fauna Boreali-Americana; or the zoology of the northern parts of British America : containing
descriptions of the objects of natural history collected on the late northern land expeditions under
command of Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N. Part second, The birds.
Author: Swainson, William, 1789-1855
Call Number: QL681 .S935 1831
ISBN: n/a
Description: OVERSIZE. lxvi, 523 pages, 24-73 [that is, 46] leaves of colour plates : illustrations (some
colour) ; 29 cm text

New Acquisitions June 2017
Title: Faith and fraternity : London livery companies and the Reformation, 1510-1603
Author: Branch, Laura
Call Number: BR307 .B734 2017
ISBN: 9789004330696
Title: Biblia Germanica 1545 (Faksimilierte Ausgabe der Lutherbibel von 1545)
Author: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546 (translator); Hoffmann, Wilhelm (writer of epilogue)
Call Number: BS239 1545a (facsimile edition)
ISBN: 9783438055019
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): Diese faksimilierte Ausgabe der Lutherbibel von 1545, auf
Handformat verkleinert, veranstaltete die Württembergische Bibelanstalt im 450. Jahr der Reformation
nach einem Exemplar der Originalausgabe aus ihrem Besitz Das Nachwort verfasste Professor Dr.
Wilhelm Hoffmann, Direktor der Württembergischen Landesbibliothek Stuttgart.
Title: Roger Ascham's 'A defence of the Lord's Supper' : Latin text and English translation /
Author: Lucy R. Nicholas
Call Number: BV825.3 .A8313 2017
ISBN: 9789004330030
Languages: English, Latin
Title: Remarkable antiquities of the City of Exeter : giving an account of the laws and customs of the
place; the office, court of judicature, gates, walls, rivers, churches, and immunities; the titles and
privileges of the several corporations, and their distinct coats of arms finely engraven on copper-plates :
with a catalogue of all the bishops, mayors, and sheriffs, from the year 1049, to 1677 /
Author: Izacke, Richard, 1624?-1698, compiler
Call Number: DA690 .E9 I9 1724
ISBN: n/a
Description: The second edition / now very much enlarged, and continued to the year 1723, by Samuel
Izacke, Esq; the present Chamberlain thereof ; to which is also added, a new and corrected map of the
said city, with a prospect of the cathedral, curiously engraven on copper-plates, and the freeman's oath
both honorary and common. London : Printed for Edw. Score and John March booksellers in Exon, and
Samuel Birt in Ave-Marie-lane, London, 1724. iii, 69, [1], 213, [66] pages, 3 unnumbered leaves of plates
(2 folded) : illustration, coats of arms, folded map. Plan of the city drawn & ingraven by Sutton Nicholls. Of
the two illustrated plates one engraved by Sutton Nicholls, the other engraved by J. Harris. Gift to Victoria
University Library. Hoeniger, David.
Title: François Ier imaginé : actes du colloque de Paris organisé par l'association RenaissanceHumanisme-Réforme et par la Société Française d'Étude du Seizième Siècle (Paris, 9-11 avril 2015) /
Author: Petey-Girard, Bruno (editor); Polizzi, Gilles (editor); Tran, Trung, (editor).
Call Number: DC113 .F735 2017
ISBN: 9782600047630
Language: French (Français)
Description: S'il est vrai que l'idéologie de la monarchie française repose sur la complémentarité d'une
symbolique et d'une politique et que l'apparence du pouvoir est la réalité par laquelle il s'exerce, il vaut la
peine de s'attacher à ses représentations, donc à la figure, méthodiquement construite, d'un François Ier
imaginé, dont l'image se diffracte dans les témoignages de ses contemporains. Issues des travaux des
historiens, des spécialistes de la littérature et des arts, les contributions rassemblées ici jalonnent trois
parcours dans cet imaginaire : le premier met en perspective l'écart entre le roi virtuel et le souverain réel
; le deuxième montre le roi dans les jeux de rôle qui constituent l'exercice de son pouvoir, de son

mécénat parfois ; le troisième explore la figure du roi-chevalier qui a rejoint l'histoire au long court : le
mythe d'un souverain incarnant les vertus et les défauts d'un peuple qui durant cinq siècles n'aura pas eu
de cesse de se reconnaître en lui.
Title: La noblesse et les arts /
Author: Capodieci, Luisa (editor); His, Isabelle (editor)
Call Number: NX700 .N63 2016
ISBN: n/a
Language: French (Français)
Description: Société française d'étude du seizième siècle, no 12, 2016
Title: Art poétique françois / Thomas Sébillet ; édition critique avec une introduction et des notes publiée
par Félix Gaiffe.
Author: Sebillet, Thomas, 1512-1589
Call Number: PC2504 .S5 1988
ISBN: 2865030067
Language: French (Français)
Title: Œuvres poétiques : édition critique /
Author: Héroet, Antoine, -1568
Call Number: PQ1627 .H5 1943
ISBN: n/a
Language: French (Français)
Title: Choix de lettres sur la littérature, la langue et la traduction /
Author: Pasquier, Etienne, 1529-1615
Call Number: PQ1653 .P3 A83 1956
ISBN: n/a
Language: French (Français)
Title: Le premier livre des poèmes /
Author: Baïf, Jean-Antoine de, 1532-1589
Call Number: PQ1665 .A75 1975
ISBN: 2706100524
Language: French (Français)
Title: The works of Shakespear : in eight volumes /
Author: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616; Pope, Alexander, 1688-1744, editor
Call Number: PR2752 .P7 1728
ISBN: n/a
Description: The works of Shakespear : in eight volumes / collated and corrected from the former
editions, by Mr. Pope. The second edition. London : Printed for J. Tonson in the Strand, MDCCXXVIII
[1728] 8 volumes : illustrations, portrait (engravings) ; 18 cm. (12mo). Pope's second edition was
published in 8 volumes in 1728, followed by a supplementary 9th volume, then reissued in 10 volumes,
with cancel title pages. Pope's second edition may be considered complete in 8, 9, or 10 volumes, though
no set is known with a general title page printed 'in nine volumes' (Ford). Contains the plays only. The
imprints of volume title pages for volumes 4 and 5 read: "Printed for J. Tonson in the Strand, and for J.
Darby, A. Bettesworth, and F. Clay, in trust for Richard, James, and Bethel Wellington, MDCCXXVIII";
variant copies of volume 4 volume title page with the imprint reading "Printed for J. Tonson in the Strand,
MDCCXXVIII" (ESTC). Pagination: 427, [75] pages, 4 unnumbered leaves of plates. Engraved plates
variously lettered: Lud. du Guernier or P. Fourdrinier. Includes the Life of Shakespeare by Nicholas Rowe
in volume 1; volume 8 has an index and 'various readings.' Victoria University Library volumes have
heraldic bookplate of Frederick H. Bennett.

CRRS New Acquisitions July 2017
Title: The physical and metaphysical works of Lord Bacon : including his Dignity and advancement of
learning, in nine books, and his Novum organum, or, Precepts for the interpretation of nature /
Author: Bacon, Francis, 1561-1626; Devey, Joseph, editor.
Call Number: B1155 1853
ISBN: n/a
Title: Die Kanonisierung der Werke Martin Luthers im 16. Jahrhundert /
Author: Michel, Stefan
Call Number: BR332.5 .M53 2016
ISBN: 9783161544538
Language: German / Deutsch
Title: Philipp Melanchthon : zur populären Rezeption des Reformators /
Author: Rhein, Stefan, 1958- (editor); Treu, Martin, 1953- (editor)
Call Number: BR335 .P46 2016
ISBN: 9783374040575
Language: German / Deutsch
Title: Ulrich Zwingli : Prophet, Ketzer, Pionier des Protestantismus /
Author: Opitz, Peter, 1957Call Number: BR345 .O65 2015
ISBN: 9783290178284
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): German description: Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531) ist nicht nur der
Reformator Zürichs und der Vater der Schweizer Reformation: Trotz seiner kurzen, dafür aber überaus
bewegten Wirkungszeit kann er mit Fug und Recht als Wegbereiter und Pionier des weltweiten
reformierten Protestantismus bezeichnet werden. Sein Name wird denn auch oft genannt - gelesen
hingegen werden seine Schriften eher selten. Die allgemein verständliche und reich illustrierte Biografie
des Zwingli-Forschers Peter Opitz zeichnet auf knappem Raum das Denken und Wirken des Zürcher
Reformators in den Konflikten seiner Zeit nach. Sie erhellt, welche theologischen Grundüberzeugungen
Zwinglis Handeln in der Kirche wie innerhalb der Eidgenossenschaft prägten. Das Buch eignet sich für
Lesende mit und ohne Vorwissen gleichermassen: Die anschauliche Biografie vermittelt auf aktuellem
Forschungsstand ein lebendiges und zugleich wissenschaftlich fundiertes Bild des Reformators. Nicht
viele der gängigen, mit Zwinglis Namen verbundenen Vorstellungen bleiben dabei übrig.
English summary: Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531) is not only Zürich's leading Protestant reformer but also
the father of the Swiss Reformation. Despite his short yet exceedingly eventful period of activity he can
with good reason be described as a trailblazer and a pioneer of Reformed Protestantism worldwide. In
this accessible and richly illustrated biography Zwingli researcher Peter Opitz concisely outlines the
thought and works of this Protestant reformer from Zürich in the context of the conflicts of his time. It
brings to light which of Zwingli's theological convictions influenced the actions of the Church and the
Swiss Confederation. Based on the most recent research, this vivid biography paints a lively and
scholarly picture of this Protestant Reformer.
Title: Die Reformation in Westfalen : regionale Vielfalt, Bekenntniskonflikt und Koexistenz / Werner
Freitag.
Author: Freitag, Werner, 1955Call Number: BR358.W47 F74 2016
ISBN: 9783402131671
Language: German / Deutsch

Description: (German / Deutsch): Eine Reformationsgeschichte Westfalens vorzulegen ist ein
schwieriges Unterfangen, denn Westfalen im 16. Jahrhundert ist ein Flickenteppich von ganz
unterschiedlichen Territorien, weshalb es auch die eine Reformation in Westfalen nicht geben konnte. Die
vorliegende Darstellung zeichnet die verschiedenen Verläufe der Reformation nach. Ihr Reiz liegt darin,
dass zentrale Ereignisse ebenso berücksichtigt werden wie der ganz normale Alltag in den westfälischen
Pfarreien um 1550. Wurden das neue Bekenntnis, die Deutsche Messe Martin Luthers und die neue
Kirchenorganisation tatsächlich überall eingeführt? Leser, die an westfälischer Landesgeschichte
interessiert sind, werden in diesem allgemeinverständlichen Buch die Reformationsgeschichte ihrer
Heimatregion entdecken können. Für Reformationshistoriker stellt der Band viele Informationen bereit,
die für Überblicksdarstellungen wichtig sind und die zudem zeigen: Das Reformationsjubiläum 2017 hat
auch in Westfalen seine Berechtigung.
Title: Posthumous works of the learned Sir Thomas Browne, Kt. M.D., late of Norwich : printed from his
original manuscripts, viz. I. Repertorium: or, The antiquities of the Cathedral Church of Norwich, II. An
account of some urnes, &c. found at Brampton in Norfolk, Anno 1667, III. Letters between Sir William
Dugdale and Sir Tho. Browne, IV. Miscellanies. To which is prefix'd his life. There is also added,
Antiquitates Capellæ D. Johannis Evangelistæ ; hodie Scholæ Regiæ Norwicensis /
Author: Browne, Thomas, Sir, 1605-1682
Call Number: DA690 .N88 B76 1712
ISBN: n/a
Description: London : Printed for E. Curll, at the Dial and Bible; and R. Gosling at the Mitre in Fleetstreet,
1712. [iv], xl, [2], 74, [4],16, 56, 8, 64 pages, 17 unnumbered leaves of plates (4 folded) : illustrations,
coats of arms, portraits ; 20 cm. Some plates signed: "H. Hulsbergh sculp." Victoria University Library
copy has pictorial bookplate with motto of Norman J. Endicott on end paste-down.
Title: Mit Sitz und Stimme : die Erlangung der Reichsstandschaft durch die Familie Fugger auf dem
Augsburger Reichstag von 1582
Author: Grüner, Stefan
Call Number: DD901 .A92 G78 2017
ISBN: 9783957861313
Language: German / Deutsch
Title: Duchess and hostage in Renaissance Naples : letters and orations
Author: Sforza, Ippolita, 1445-1488 (author); Robin, Diana Maury (editor, translator); Westwater, Lynn
Lara (editor, translator).
Call Number: DG848.112.S48 A4 2017
ISBN: 9780866985741
Description: This volume presents in translation 100 previously unknown letters of Ippolita Maria Sforza
(1445–1488), daughter of the Duke of Milan, who was sent at age twenty to marry the son of the
infamously brutal King Ferrante of Naples. Sforza’s letters display the adroit diplomacy she used to
strengthen the alliance between Milan and Naples, then the two most powerful states in Italy, amid such
grave crises as her brother’s assassination in Milan and the Turkish invasion of Otranto. Still, Ippolita
lived as a hostage at the Neapolitan court, subject not only to the threat of foreign invasion but also to her
husband’s well-known sexual adventures and her father-in-law’s ruthlessness. Soon after Ippolita’s
mysterious death in 1488, the fraught Naples-Milan alliance collapsed.
Title: Rudimenta cosmographica : Grundzüge der Weltbeschreibung (Corona/Kronstadt 1542) : ins
Deutsche, Rumänische und Ungarische, übersetzte und kommentierte
Author: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 (author); Offner, Robert (editor)
Call Number: G113 .H65 2015
ISBN: 9783944529622
Language: Text in Latin, German, Romanian and Hungarian.

Title: Prekariat im 19. Jahrhundert : Armenfürsorge und Alltagsbewältigung in Stadt und Land
Author: Burkhardt, Johannes (editor); Kiessling, Rolf, 1941- (editor); Sczesny, Anke (editor)
Call Number: HV4098 .P74 2014
ISBN: 9783896399557
Language: German / Deutsch
Description: (German / Deutsch): So vielfältig die Forschungen zur institutionalisierten Armenfürsorge
sind, so wenig wissen wir doch noch über die Menschen, die von Armut betroffen waren. Dies versuchen
die in diesem Band versammelten Beiträge aus unterschiedlichen Perspektiven zu erhellen: die
städtische, ländliche, jüdische und geschlechterspezifische Armut werden an konkreten Beispielen
geschildert. Es geht um Auswirkungen von Armut auf das Zusammenleben, um zentrale, auf die
Aufklärung zurückgehende Kategorisierungen von Armut, um das Leben der Armen, wie es in ihren
Briefen aufscheint. Im Mittelpunkt steht nicht so sehr, wie viele Arme es gab und wie arm diese
Menschen waren, sondern wie sie mit ihrer Not umgingen und wie sie diese bewältigten oder empfanden.
Derartige, bisher wenig beachtete Aspekte in den Blick zu nehmen, dazu will dieser Band anregen. 196
pages : illustrations (some colour), plans ; 24 cm.
Title: Reforming music : music and the religious reformations of the sixteenth century
Author: Bertoglio, Chiara, 1983Call Number: ML2902 .B47 2017
ISBN: 9783110518054
Description: Five hundred years ago a monk nailed his theses to a church gate in Wittenberg. The
sound of Luther's mythical hammer, however, was by no means the only aural manifestation of the
religious Reformations. This book describes the birth of Lutheran Chorales and Calvinist Psalmody; of
how music was practiced by Catholic nuns, Lutheran schoolchildren, battling Huguenots, missionaries
and martyrs, cardinals at Trent and heretics in hiding, at a time when Palestrina, Lasso and Tallis were
composing their masterpieces, and forbidden songs were concealed, smuggled and sung in taverns and
princely courts alike.
Music expressed faith in the Evangelicals' emerging worships and in the Catholics' ancient rites; through it
new beliefs were spread and heresy countered; analysed by humanist theorists, it comforted and
consoled miners, housewives and persecuted preachers; it was both the symbol of new, conflicting
identities and the only surviving trace of a lost unity of faith. The music of the Reformations, thus, was
music reformed, music reforming and the reform of music: this book shows what the Reformations
sounded like, and how music became one of the protagonists in the religious conflicts of the sixteenth
century.
Title: Albrecht Dürer : documentary biography : Dürer's personal and aesthetic writings, words on
pictures, family, legal and business documents, the artist in the writings of contemporaries /
Author: Ashcroft, Jeffrey
Call Number: N6888.D8 A88 2017
ISBN: 9780300210842
Description: 2 volumes. Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528) was hailed in his lifetime as a founder of the
Northern Renaissance, and his work revolutionized the art of printmaking. Dürer was also the first artist
outside Italy to leave behind a large body of writing. Contemporaries and succeeding generations added
their accounts of him to this documentary legacy. Jeffrey Ashcroft’s new book provides the first English
translation of the whole corpus of Dürer’s writings; the legal, financial, and administrative documentation
of his life and work; and what others wrote about him during his life and in the following century.
Translations of primary documents are accompanied by extensive commentary, providing Anglophone
scholars access to German-language research. This unique combination of documentary evidence,
current research, and exhaustive bibliography will doubtless become a definitive source for students and
scholars of Dürer and his work, as well as for historians of early modern culture, language, and literature.

Jeffrey Ashcroft is honorary research fellow in the School of Modern Languages and the Reformation
Studies Institute at the University of St. Andrews.
Title: M. Valerii Martialis Epigrammatvm libri XV /
Author: Martial
Call Number: PA6501 .A2 1607
ISBN: n/a
Language: Latin
Description: [8], 388, [12], 373, [29], 4, 243 pages : illustrations. M. Val. Martialis vita ex Petro Crinito -Plinivs Ivnior Cornelio Prisco salvtem -- Epigrammata -- Hypomnemata ad lib. spectacvlorvm et qvatvor
primos epigrammatan ... collecta ec schedis succisiuis domini Lavrentii Ramirez de Prado -- Index
omnivm vocabvlorvm qvae in omnibvs M. Val.
Title: English book-plates ancient and modern /
Author: Castle, Egerton, 1858-1920
Call Number: Z997 .G7 C28 1893
ISBN: n/a

CRRS New Acquisitions August 2017
Title: Bibel, Das ist, alle Bücher Alts und News Testaments : nach alter in christlicher Kyrchen gehabter
Translation, mit Auslegung ettlicher dunckeler Ort, un[d] Besserung vieler veruckter Wort und Spruche, so
bisher in andern vorhin ausgangnen teutschen Bibeln gespurt und gesehen
Author: Dietenberger, Johann, (approximately 1475-1537; translator, editor); Quentel, Johann, (approximately 1551, printer).
Call Number: BS237 1550
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: German
Title pages illustrated with woodcuts; woodcut illustrations and initials throughout. New Testament with
separate title page and enumeration.
Victoria University Library copy has "ad P.P. Franciscanos Ingolstadii" with shelf mark at head of title,
notes in an early nineteenth century hand with drawings in pencil loosley inserted in text, notes in the
same hand with biblical drawings on both pastedowns. Victoria University Library copy in contemporary
German pigskin, blind stamped, with brass clips.
Title: Dans le sillage de la réforme catholique : les confréries religieuses dans le nord du diocèse de
Cambrai, 1559-1786 /
Author: Desmette, Philippe
Call Number: BX808.5 .F8 D47 2010
ISBN: 9782803102662
Language: French (Français)
Title: Confraternite della Svizzera italiana /
Author: Adamoli, Davide
Call Number: BX808.5.S9 A33 2015
ISBN: n/a (Thesis)
Language: Italian (Italiano)
2 volumes : illustrations (chiefly color) ; 31 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (in pocket end of volume 2). In-library use
only at the CRRS. Imprint: Lugano (Svizzera) : Ritter edizioni, [2015]. Volume 1. Storia di una presenza,
dal 1291 a oggi -- volume 2. Le 1155 Compagnie devote attive nelle parrocchie.
Title: Space, place, and motion : locating confraternities in the late medieval and early modern city /
Author: edited by Diana Bullen Presciutti.
Call Number: BX808 .S63 2017
ISBN: 9789004292970
Language: English
Description: Space, Place, and Motion: Locating Confraternities in the Late Medieval and Early Modern
City offers the first sustained comparative examination of the relationship between confraternal life and
the spaces of the late medieval and early modern city. By considering cities large (Rome) and small
(Aalst) in regions as disparate as Ireland and Mexico, the essays collected here seek to uncover the
commonalities and differences in confraternal practice as they played out on the urban stage. From the
candlelit oratory to the bustling piazza, from the hospital ward to the festal table, from the processional
route to the execution grounds, late medieval and early modern cities, this interdisciplinary book
contends, were made up of fluid and contested 'confraternal spaces.' Contributors are: Kira Maye
Albinsky, Meryl Bailey, Cormac Begadon, Caroline Blondeau-Morizot, Danielle Carrabino, Andrew Chen,
Ellen Decraene, Laura Dierksmeier, Ellen Alexandra Dooley, Douglas N. Dow, Anu Mand, Rebekah
Perry, Pamela A.V. Stewart, Arie van Steensel, and Barbara Wisch.
Title: Cathars in question /
Author: Sennis, Antonio C., editor.
Call Number: BX4891.3 .C285 2016

ISBN: 9781903153680
Language: English
Cathars have long been regarded as posing the most organised challenge to orthodox Catholicism in the
medieval West, even as a ""counter-Church"" to orthodoxy in southern France and northern Italy. Their
beliefs, understood to be inspired by Balkan dualism, are often seen as the most radical among medieval
heresies. However, recent work has fiercely challenged this paradigm, arguing instead that ""Catharism""
was a construct of its persecutors, mis-named and mis-represented by generations of subsequent
scholarship, and its supposedly radical views were a fantastical projection of the fears of orthodox
commentators. This volume brings together a wide range of views from some of the most distinguished
international scholars in the field, in order to address the debate directly while also opening up new areas
for research. Focussing on dualism and anti-materialist beliefs in southern France, Italy and the Balkans,
it considers a number of crucial issues. These include: what constitutes popular belief; how (and to what
extent) societies of the past were based on the persecution of dissidents; and whether heresy can be
seen as an invention of orthodoxy. At the same time, the essays shed new light on some key aspects of
the political, cultural, religious and economic relationships between the Balkans and more western
regions of Europe in the Middle Ages.
Title: Nouveau bulletin de la Société internationale des amis de Montaigne
Author: Société internationale des amis de Montaigne
Call Number: PQ1643.A2 S64
ISBN: n/a (Journal)
Language: French (Français)
Title: Familiensache Kirche? : die Fugger und die Konfessionalisierung /
Author: Schiersner, Dietmar, editor
Call Number: XX(11323206.2)
ISBN: 9783957860729
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: (in German / auf Deutsch): Kaisernähe und Kreditgeschäft schienen den Fuggern von

Anfang nur eine Wahl zu lassen: Partei zu nehmen für die Alte Kirche – als Financiers
antiprotestantischer Politik, als Hort der Katholiken in Augsburg, als entschieden
gegenreformatorische Ortsherren. Auch als im Verlauf des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts die
konfessionellen Grenzen immer schärfer gezogen wurden, gaben Mitglieder der Familie
entscheidende Impulse für den Erhalt und Ausbau der katholischen Position in der Reichsstadt
selbst, im ›Fuggerland‹ der Region und weit darüber hinaus. Der vorliegende Tagungsband macht
die herausragende Bedeutung der Familie für katholische Kirche und Konfessionalisierung in ihrer
ebenso weit gespannten wie räumlich konkreten Dimension bewußt. Dennoch erhält das gängige
Geschichtsbild vom konsequenten oder gar kompromißlosen Konfessionalismus der Fugger einige
Risse: Denn nicht nur wenige ›Schwarze Schafe‹ – eine Handvoll Konvertiten – trüben den Eindruck
geschlossener und rigider Katholizität.
Title: Edmund Geste and his books : reconstructing the library of a Cambridge don and Elizabethan
bishop /
Author: Selwyn, D. G. (David Gordon)
Call Number: Z997 .A2 G84 2017
ISBN: 9780948170249
Language: English
Edmund Geste, probably pronounced ‘Guest’, (c. 1515–1577) studied at King’s College, Cambridge,
where he became a fellow in 1536 under Henry VIII, rising to become Vice-Provost under Edward VI in
1550 before being expelled under Queen Mary. With the accession of Queen Elizabeth, he embarked on
an ecclesiastical career, becoming Archdeacon of Canterbury (1559), Bishop of Rochester (1560), and

finally Bishop of Salisbury in 1571. During all this time, he gradually amassed a considerable library which
he left to his cathedral of Salisbury on his death.
Dr Selwyn presents an account of Geste's career as a book collector, with a detailed study of his
confessional journey from the ‘old religion’ to Elizabethan Protestantism. As well as the documentary
sources, Dr Selwyn examines the evidence of the books themselves and Geste’s use of them as shown
by his often extensive annotations. He presents studies of the earlier provenance of the books, the
bookbinders he used, and his theological interests in so far as these can be inferred from the range of
authors, English and continental, in his collection.
The book has indexes of publishers and printers, bindings, provenances and annotations, and also the
pastedowns, many of which have been identified by Dr Christopher de Hamel and include many leaves
from medieval manuscripts and printed books, some of considerable significance.

CRRS New Acquisitions – September 2017

Title: Responses to religious division, c. 1580-1620 : public and private, divine and temporal /
Author: Natasha Constantinidou
Call Number: BR305.3 .C67 2017
ISBN: 9789004330764
Language: English
Description: In this study Natasha Constantinidou considers the views articulated by the scholars Pierre
Charron (1541-1603), Justus Lipsius (1547-1606), Paolo Sarpi (1552-1623) and King James VI and I
(1566-1625), in response to the religious ruptures of their time. Though rarely juxtaposed, all four authors
were deeply affected by the religious divisions. In their works, they denounced religious zeal, focusing on
non-dogmatic piety. Drawing on classical tradition and church history, they set out to offer consolation to
the people of a war-torn continent and to discuss means of reconciliation. Their responses sought to
define the role of religion in public and private. They emphasised the need for lay control of religious
affairs as the only way of ensuring peace, whilst circumscribing belief and its practice to the private realm.
Title: Herr Erasmus võ Roterdam verteutschte Außlegung vber Sant Hieronymus Allegation : was guts
die Philosophi in der heyligen Schrifft schaffen ; Vnd vber diß Wort Christi Matthei am .xvj. Capitel Du bist
Petrus vnd auff disen Felss etc. ; Auch vber diße Wort Joannis. Luce am dritten Capitel, Ir solt niemants
das sein mit gewalt abdringen etc.
Author: Erasmus, Desiderius
Call Number: BR1720 .J5 E7315 1521, with JX1942 .E7815 1521
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: H. Holeczek suggests that the Allegation des Hieronymus (Allegatio Hieronymi) is a
translation of a scholion written by Erasmus for the edition of Jerome's works published in Basel by
Froben in 1516. The second and thirrd commentaries are German translations from Erasmus'
Annotationes in Novum Testamentum. Place of publication and publisher statement from Bezzel. Victoria
University Library copy (BR1720 .J5 E7315 1521 ERAS RARE) has
small unidentified stamp on title-page and last page of text.
Title: Ωρου Απλλωνοσ νειλω ́ I̐ ου Ιερογλυφικα = Ori Apollinis niliaci, De sacris notis & sculpturis libri duo
Author: Horapollo; Cousin, Jean (engraver); Goujon, Jean (engraver); Kerver, Jacques (printer);
Mercier, Jean (editor); Morel, Guillaume (printer); Philippus (translator)
Call Number: N7745.H5 H81 1551
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin (with title in Greek)
Description: Colophon reads: Excudebat G. Morelius Iacobo Keruer, Lutetiae Parisiorum, M.D. LI. Greek
of Philippus (from the Aldine Aesop of 1505) and Latin, probably Mercier's own translation, alternating.
The 195 woodcuts, 7 replaced, 5 repetitions, from Kerver's first French edition, 1543, variously attributed
to J. Goujon and J. Cousin. F8r printed upside down, G7v pasted in repeats G4r. Order of woodcuts
varies from 1543 ed. Kerver's device on final sheet, Q2v.
Title: Prolegomena to the Adages : Adagiorum collectanea /
Author: Erasmus, Desiderius; translated and annotated by John N. Grant. Indexes to Erasmus' Adages /
by William Barker.
Call Number: PA8502 .E5 1974 v.30
ISBN: 9781442648777
Language: English

Title: Othea's letter to Hector /
Author: Christine de Pizan ; edited and translated by Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski and Earl Jeffrey
Richards.
Call Number: PQ1575 .E5 E55 2017
ISBN: 9780866985772
Language: English
Description: Othea’s Letter to Hector, one of Christine de Pizan’s most popular works, is at the same
time one of her most complex creations. Combining a somewhat Sibylline verse text based on a
mythological figure with extensive citation of pagan sapiential authorities, the Bible, and the Church
Fathers, it showcases Christine’s extraordinary learning and her innovative approach to didacticism. An
appendix provides new insights on her skillful use of patristic sources and creative command of Latin
authors.
Title: Das cristlich Büchlein hern Erasmus Roterdamus genañt die Klage des Frids iñ allen Nation und
Landen verworffen vertrieben und erlegt /
Author: Erasmus, Desiderius; Spalatin, Georg (translator.
Call Number: JX1942 .E7815 1521 (cross-referenced to PA8517.Q6 1521)
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: 82 unnumbered pages: coat of arms; 19 cm (quarto format). Victoria University Library copy
bound with: Erasmus, Desiderius. Das cristlich Büchlein hern Erasmus Roterodamus genañt die Klage
des Frids iñ allen Nation und Landen verworffen vertrieben und erlegt. [Augspurg] : [Sigismundem Grym̃
vnd Marxen Wirsung], [1521]. Woodcut on title-page; initials throughout. Includes Spalatin's translation of
Erasmus's letter to Antony of Bergen, written 14 March 1513 or 4 (cf. Opus Epistolarum Des. Erasmi
Roterdami, 288) under the title: Hern Erasmus Roterdamus Epistel zu Hern Antony von Berg, Apt zu Sant
Bertin, von den manichfältigen Schäden des Kriegs vnd was Übels, Nachtayls vnd Unwesens auf den
Kriegen erwechst.
Title: Erasmi Roterodami Parabolarum : sive Similiu[m] liber diligenter ab ipso recognit[us] & apicibus ac
punctulis iustis illustratus.
Author: Erasmus, Desiderius
Call Number: PA8517 .P3 1516
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin
Title: Index librorum prohibitorum : cum regulis, confectis per patres à Tridentina synodo delectos,
authoritate sanctiss. D.N. Pij IIII, Pont. Max. co[m]probatus. Vna cum ijs qui mandato regio Catholicae
maiestatis, & illulstriss. ducis Albani, consilijq[ue] regij decreto, prohibentur, suo quaeq[ue] loco & ordine
repositis.
Author: Arias Montano, Benito (compiler)
Call Number: Z1020 .I570
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin
Description: First edition of the complete Tridentine index of prohibited books to include the sixty pages
of additions in Latin, French, Spanish and Dutch, compiled by Arias Montanus at the request of the Duke
of Alba. Victoria University Library with: Netherlands. Philippi II. Regis Catholici edictum de librorum
prohibitoru[m] catalogo obseruando. Leodii : Impensis Henrici Houi, 1570.
Title: Philippi II. Regis Catholici edictum de librorum prohibitoru[m] catalogo obseruando.
Author: Philip II, King of Spain, 1527-1598.
Call Number: Z1020 .I570

ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin
Description: Victoria University Library copy bound with: Index librorum prohibitorum

CRRS New Acquisitions – October 2017
Title: Commentary on Plotinus /
Author: Marsilio Ficino ; edited and translated with an analytical study by Stephen Gersh.
Call Number: B693.Z7 F5313 2017
ISBN: 9780674974982
Language: English
Description: "This is a facing-page volume: Latin on the versos; English translation on the rectos"-Provided by publisher concerning volume 4.
Title: Against the Jews and the Gentiles /
Author: edited by Stefano U. Baldassarri and Daniela Pagliara ; translated by David Marsh.
Call Number: B785 .M2443 A38 2017
ISBN: 9780674974975
Language: English
Description: Manetti's Latin treatise Adversus Iudaeos et Gentes (Against the Jews and Gentiles) offers
a polemical defense of the Christian religion. This volume, which includes the first four books, surveys
human history from the Creation to the life, teaching, and resurrection of Christ. Book I begins with the
creation and fall of man in the Biblical account. There follows a long digression adversus gentes (the
Gentiles, i.e., pagans), which reviews central points of ancient Greek and Roman philosophy and religion,
and censures the ancients for their senseless doctrines and bloody rites. Manetti then returns to the
Jews, whose beliefs and practices are praised from Abraham to Moses. During their centuries of "true"
piety, Manetti calls the chosen people "Hebrews." But from the time of the Exodus onwards, he censures
them as "Jews" because they observe the absurd and cruel practices of Pentateuchal legislation, which
he views as analogous to pagan rites. Manetti stresses several themes in Jewish history: the early
development of the concept of righteousness, the Exodus, the Mosaic Law and its inadequacy--thus
providing a "preparation for the Gospel" in Eusebius' sense. The next three books provide a synoptic
biography of Jesus in three stages. Book II describes the life of Christ up to the raising of Lazarus; Book
III relates his teaching, and Book IV offers an account of Christ's passion, death, and resurrection.
Title: Convegno internazionale = Mezinárodní konference : Humanitas Latina in Bohemis, Castello di
Brandýs nad Labem, Repubblica Ceca, 3 giugno 2006 /
Author: a cura di Giorgio Cadorini e Jiří Spička
Call Number: B4804 .H84 C66 2006
ISBN: 9788090377004
Languages: Italian (Italiano), Czech (Čeština)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad). Each paper is published in both
Italian and Czech.
Title: Le confraternite istriane : una sintesi /
Author: Denis Visintin, David Di Paoli Paulovich, Rino Cigui.
Call Number: BX808.5 .I78 V58 2014
ISBN: 9789619341025
Language: Italian (Italiano)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad).
Title: Preaching a dual identity : Huguenot sermons and the shaping of confessional identity, 1629-1685 /
Author: Nicholas Must
Call Number: BX9455 .M87 2017
ISBN: 9789004331716
Language: English

Title: Materialien zur Geschichte der Fugger / (Serial)
Author: hrsg. vom Fuggerarchiv
Call Number: n/a
ISBN: n/a
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: Victoria University Library titles are catalogued separately by title.
Title: Studi sulla trasmissione archivistica : secoli XV-XVI /
Author: Raffaella Maria Zaccaria.
Call Number: CD1551 .Z33 2002
ISBN: 888714379X
Language: Italian (Italiano)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad).
Title: Scipione l'Africano : un eroe tra Rinascimento e barocco : atti del convegno di studi, Roma,
Academia Belgica, 24-25 maggio 2012 /
Author: a cura di Walter Geerts, Marilena Caciorgna, Charles Bossu ; testi di Marilena Caciorgna,
Davide Canfora, Giovanni Cipriani, Nicole Dacos, Guy Delmarcel, Francesca Di Gioia, Maiko Favaro,
Vincenzo Fera, Walter Geerts, Daniela Gionta, Daniela Goldin Folena, Roberto Guerrini, Costantino
Maeder, Lucia Mirisola, Moreno Neri, Florence Patrizi, Antonino Pinzone, Giuseppe Pucci, Mercedes
Viale Ferrero ; [traduzione dei testi di Delmarcel e Patrizi di Marilena Caciorgna].
Call Number: DG248 .S3 S33 2014
ISBN: 9788816412583
Language: Italian (Italiano)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad).
Title: Landscape and identity in early modern Rome : villa culture at Frascati in the Borghese era /
Author: Tracy L. Ehrlich.
Call Number: DG975 .F82 E35 2002
ISBN: 0521592577
Language: English
Description: Throughout the early modern period, the villas of Frascati played a central role in Roman
social politics. In the mid-sixteenth century, humanists and churchmen built villas on ancient ruins and
pursued the ancient ideal of learned leisure, hoping to acquire an aura of virtue and sophistication
associated with eminent Romans who had sojourned at Frascati in antiquity. New families penetrated
Roman society and began to climb from the ranks of the ecclesiastical nobility into the secular aristocracy.
In this study, Tracy Ehrlich analyses the Villa Mondragone, built by Pope Paul V Borghese in an effort to
demonstrate how architecture, landscape and rituals of villeggiatura (villa life) were used to forge a new
identity as a Roman noble house. She also explores the relationship between landscape and identity and,
in so doing, re-evaluates the conventional privileging of the city over the countryside. This title has been
awarded the Salimbeni Prize, Italy's top award for a book in the area of art history.
Title: Lucca 1493 : un sequestro di lettere ebraiche : edizione e commento storico /
Author: Cédric Cohen Skalli, Michele Luzzati.
Call Number: DS135 .I85 L837 2014
ISBN: 9788867190621
Language: Italian (Italiano)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Skalli, Cédric Cohen)

Title: Il rigore e la grazia : la Compagnia di San Benedetto Bianco nel Seicento fiorentino /
Author: a cura di Alessandro Grassi, Michel Scipioni, Giovanni Serafini.
Call Number: N7952.F57 R54 2015
ISBN: 9788883478208
Language: Italian (Italiano)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad).
Title: Italian illuminated manuscripts in the J. Paul Getty Museum /
Author: Thomas Kren, Kurt Barstow.
Call Number: ND3159 .K74 2015
ISBN: 9781606064368
Language: English
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisbenichler, Konrad).
Title: Averrunci, or the Skowrers : ponderous and new considerations upon the first six books of the
Annals of Cornelius Tacitus concerning Tiberius Caesar (Genoa, Biblioteca Durazzo, MS. A IV 5) /
Author: by Edmund Bolton ; edited with introduction and commentary by Patricia J. Osmond and Robert
W. Ulery, Jr.
Call Number: PA6705.A9 B65 2017
ISBN: 9780866985635
Language: English
Description: This edition makes available for the first time a recently discovered and provocative work by
the English historian Edmund Bolton. Composed in the years 1629–1634, Averrunci or The Skowrers
aims at exposing Tacitus’ (alleged) anti-monarchical bias in Annals 1–6 and at rehabilitating the character
and reign of the emperor Tiberius. The Introduction discusses the manuscript in the context of Bolton’s
life and other works, its response to political and historiographical controversies in early Stuart England,
and its unusual, revisionist position in the contemporary movement of Tacitism. A Commentary, following
the text, explains difficult passages and identifies Bolton’s extensive historical references.
Title: Lady Mary Wroth : Pamphilia to Amphilanthus in manuscript and print /
Author: edited by Ilona Bell ; texts by Steven W. May and Ilona Bell.
Call Number: PR2399 .W7 P3 2017
ISBN: 9780866985796
Language: English
Description: Wroth’s private manuscript, printed here for the first time, shows her to be a greater poet —
a more psychologically insightful, verbally sophisticated, and boldly original poet than scholars realized,
while her carefully curated, re-conceptualized printed collection shows her to be a remarkably selfreflexive and critically astute writer. When the manuscript and printed sequences are read together, as
this edition encourages readers to do, Wroth’s poetry looks more innovative, more erotic, and more
shrewdly multivalent.

CRRS New Acquisitions – November 2017
Title: Beati Ivstini philosophi & martyris opera omnia : qvæ adhvc inventiri potvervnt, id est, qvæ ex regis
Galliæ Bibliotheca prodierunt /
Author: Justin, Martyr, Saint (author); Eusebius of Caesarea, Bishop of Caesarea; Perion, Joachim
(translator, editor)
Call Number: Rare Oversize BR65 .J8 1554
ISBN: n/a
Language: Latin
Description: Translated into Latin from the original Greek. Printer's device on each title page. Separate
title pages and pagination for each work.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: Religiöser Pluralismus und Deutungsmacht in der Reformationszeit /
Author: Fauth, Dieter; Bubenheimer, Ulrich (editor); Scheidler, Fabian (editor)
Call Number: BR309 .R455 2017
ISBN: 9783923834341
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: (in German / auf Deutsch): Dieses Buch geht aus einer Tagung hervor. Ihre Teilnehmer
sind zum großen Teil Mitglieder der Freien Akademie e. V. (FA) oder fühlen sich ihr verbunden. Diese
Vereinigung ist von Menschen gebildet, die zumeist irgendeiner weltanschaulichen oder religiösen
Minderheitengruppe angehören. Dabei reicht das Spektrum von atheistischen, säkular-humanistischen,
freireligiösen, bis hin zu freikirchlichen Bereichen. Was die Menschen verbindet, ist ihr Minderheitenstatus
und die religiöse Toleranz. Angehöriger einer Minderheit zu sein, bedeutete schon immer und auch
heute, unter einem erhöhten Rechtfertigungsdruck zu stehen, wenn die eigenen Überzeugungen zur
Debatte stehen. Dies ist nur ein Beispiel dafür, unter welchen spezifischen Blicken mit den Beiträgen der
Tagung bzw. dieses Buches auf die Reformationszeit geblickt wird…. (Click here to read more)
Title: Martin Luthers Reformation der Ehe : sein theologisches Eheverständnis vor dessen augustinischmittelalterlichem Hintergrund /
Author: Witt, Christian Volkmar
Call Number: BR333.5.M29 W58 2017
ISBN: 9783161547676
Language: German (Deutsch)
Description: (in German / auf Deutsch): Martin Luthers reformatorische Aufbrüche haben letztlich die
schöpferische Neubestimmung des Verhältnisses von Gott und Mensch zum Kern, und diese
Neubestimmung arbeitet der Reformator stets in und an bestimmten vorgegebenen Sachfragen und zusammenhängen aus. So exerziert Luther sie auch im Rahmen seiner intensiven Beschäftigung mit dem
Thema "Ehe" ganz eigenständig von Grund auf durch. Dabei gelangt er zu einem theologischen
Eheverständnis, das nicht weniger darstellt als einen Bruch mit den ehetheologischen Vorgaben und
Prägegestalten der Papstkirche. Wo genau die Bruchstellen zu suchen sind, welche theologischen
Gedankengänge ihnen zugrunde liegen und wie sich diese dann in Luthers Rede von der Ehe
niederschlagen, untersucht Christian Volkmar Witt nun ausführlich und grundlegend und zeichnet die
Entwicklung von Luthers theologischem Eheverständnis im Werk des Reformators nach.
Title: Luthermania : Ansichten einer Kultfigur /
Author: Rössler, Hole (editor)
Call Number: BR334.3 .L88 2017
ISBN: 9783447107129
Language: German (Deutsch)

Description: (in German / auf Deutsch): Martin Luther ist eine Zentralgestalt der deutschen
Erinnerungskultur. Denkmäler, Kirchen- und Straßennamen, Zeitschriften, Bücher und Comics,
Postkarten, Briefmarken und Münzen – nicht zuletzt Feiern und Ausstellungen halten das Andenken an
den Reformator im öffentlichen Raum präsent. Aber an wen wird eigentlich erinnert? Wer war Martin
Luther? Auf diese nur scheinbar triviale Frage sind in den vergangenen 500 Jahren sehr unterschiedliche
Antworten gegeben worden. Noch zu Lebzeiten wurde aus der Person Martin Luther eine Figur, die nicht
nur Gegenstand von kultischer Verehrung und erbitterter Anfeindung war, sondern in wechselnden
sozialen, politischen und ökonomischen Zusammenhängen als Instrument der Legitimierung und Medium
der Identitätsstiftung diente. Daraus entstand eine Vielzahl von Lutherbildern, die zum Teil bis heute
wirksam geblieben sind: Heiliger, Ketzer, Prophet, Antichrist, Kirchenvater, Kirchenspalter, Aufklärer,
Antisemit, Genie, Scharlatan, Nationalheld, Fürstenknecht. Die Ausstellung Luthermania – Ansichten
einer Kultfigur legt die frühneuzeitlichen Wurzeln moderner Lutherbilder frei. Anhand zahlreicher
Exponate aus dem Bestand der Herzog August Bibliothek sowie einiger Leihgaben werden die vielfältigen
„Ansichten“, die es auf und über Luther gab, und die ihnen zugrundeliegenden Absichten greifbar. In vier
Sektionen werden Bücher, Bilder und Objekte gezeigt, die dazu beitrugen, aus Luther einen Heiligen, den
Teufel, eine Marke oder den Deutschen zu machen. Wie viel Luther in ihnen steckt, ist zu verschiedenen
Zeiten je anders beurteilt worden. Und so ist auch diese Ausstellung nur eine Etappe im fortdauernden
Prozess von Konstruktion und Dekonstruktion dessen, was Martin Luther für die Nachwelt bedeutet. Die
Ausstellung ist im Rahmen des Forschungsverbunds Marbach Weimar Wolfenbüttel entstanden und wird
am 15. Januar 2017 in der Herzog August Bibliothek eröffnet.
Title: Broken Idols of the English Reformation
Author: Aston, Margaret (editor)
Call Number: BR377 .A88 2016
ISBN: 9780521770187
Description: Why were so many religious images and objects broken and damaged in the course of the
Reformation? Margaret Aston's magisterial new book charts the conflicting imperatives of destruction and
rebuilding throughout the English Reformation from the desecration of images, rails and screens to bells,
organs and stained glass windows. She explores the motivations of those who smashed images of the
crucifixion in stained glass windows and who pulled down crosses and defaced symbols of the Trinity.
She shows that destruction was part of a methodology of religious revolution designed to change people
as well as places and to forge in the long term new generations of new believers. Beyond blanked walls
and whited windows were beliefs and minds impregnated by new modes of religious learning. Idolbreaking with its emphasis on the treacheries of images fundamentally transformed not only Anglican
ways of worship but also of seeing, hearing and remembering.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: A Companion to the Swiss Reformation
Author: Burnett, Amy Nelson (editor); Campi, Emidio (editor)
Call Number: BR410 .C66 2016
ISBN: 9789004301023
Description: A Companion to the Swiss Reformation presents the varied form taken by the Protestant
Reformation in Switzerland over the course of the sixteenth century, highlighting regional differences as
well as consequences for the Swiss Confederation as a whole.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: Romans 9-16 (Reformation Commentary on Scripture: New Testament)
Author: Krey, Peter D.S. (editor); Krey, Philip D. (editor)

Call Number: BS2665.53 .R6624 2016
ISBN: 9780830829712
Description: Writing to the early Christians in Rome, the apostle Paul said, "Do not be conformed to this
world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of
God, what is good and acceptable and perfect" (Rom 12:2 ESV). Perhaps more than any other New
Testament epistle, Paul's letter to the Romans has been the focus of Christian reflection throughout the
church's history, transforming the minds and convicting the hearts of believers. Sixteenth-century
reformer Martin Luther reflected the church's longstanding emphasis on this portion of the canon: "Let the
Epistle to the Romans be the door and the key to holy Scripture for you; otherwise you will never enter
into a proper understanding and comprehension of the Bible."
In this volume of the Reformation Commentary on Scripture, Philip Krey and Peter Krey guide readers
with care through a diversity of Reformation-era commentary on the second half of Paul's letter to the
Roman church. Among the difficult issues addressed by Paul and commented on by early modern
exegetes were the predestination of God's elect, the destiny of Israel, the role of Gentiles in salvation
history, the ethical demands of the Christian life, and the Christian's relationship to the state. Here,
readers will encounter familiar voices and discover lesser-known figures from a variety of theological
traditions, including Lutherans, Reformed, Radicals, Anglicans, and Roman Catholics.
The volume draws on a variety of resources, including commentaries, sermons, treatises, and
confessions, much of which appears here for the first time in English. Gathering together these
Reformation-era reflections, it provides resources for contemporary preachers, enables scholars to better
understand the depth and breadth of Reformation biblical commentary and aids the ongoing
transformation of the minds―and lives―of people today.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: Diocèse de Toul /
Author: Pégeot, Pierre; Bouyer, Mathias; Masson, Philippe; Matz, Jean-Michel; Vallière, Laurent
Call Number: BX1529 .F37 v.17
ISBN: 9782503575957
Language: French (Français)
Description: French-language publication. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series title: Fasti Ecclesiae Gallicanae : Répertoire prosopographique des évêques, dignitaires et
chanoines de France de 1200 à 1500 ; Tome XVII
Title: A companion to the Huguenots /
Author: Mentzer, Raymond A. (editor); Van Ruymbeke, Bertrand (editor)
Call Number: BX9454.3 .C66 2016
ISBN: 9789004310353
Description: The Huguenots are among the best known of early modern European religious minorities.
Their suffering in 16th and 17th-century France is a familiar story. The flight of many Huguenots from the
kingdom after 1685 conferred upon them a preeminent place in the accounts of forced religious
migrations. Their history has become synonymous with repression and intolerance. At the same time,
Huguenot accomplishments in France and the lands to which they fled have long been celebrated. They
are distinguished by their theological formulations, political thought, and artistic achievements. This
volume offers an encompassing portrait of the Huguenot past, investigates the principal lines of historical
development, and suggests the interpretative frameworks that scholars have advanced for appreciating

the Huguenot experience.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: Titles of honor /
Author: Selden, John
Call Number: CR3501 .S3 1631
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Description: John Selden, the son of a Sussex yeoman, achieved renown as a lawyer and legal scholar.
Titles of Honor is his treatise on the titles and trappings of nobility, including peerage law, heraldry and
genealogy.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: The antiquities of Warwickshire, illustrated : from records, leiger-books, manuscripts, charters,
evidences, tombes and armes ; beautified with maps, prospects, and portraictures /
Author: Dugdale, William (author); Beighton, Henry (engraver, cartographer); Hollar, Wenceslaus
(engraver); King, Daniel (engraver); Kirkall, Elisha (engraver); Lombart, Pierre (engraver); Vaughan,
Robert (engraver)
Call Number: Rare Oversize DA670 .W3 D85 1765
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Description: Victoria University Library copy has armorial bookplate of Wm. Bedford pasted to front
paste-down; old hand-drawn, water-coloured crest has been tipped into the margin at page 615. This
edition is carefully copied, without the least alteration, from the old one, published in the year 1656; and
besides the original copper-plate cuts, contains the new maps of the county and hundreds, also a whole
sheet curious prospect of Blithe-Hall, the seat of the author.
Title: L'Umiltà e le rose : storia di una compagnia femminile a Torino tra età moderna e contemporanea /
Author: Cantaluppi, Anna (editor); Raviola, Blythe Alice (editor)
Call Number: HV295.T5 U45 2017
ISBN: 9788822265043
Language: Italian (Italiano), abstracts in English
Description: (Italian / Italiano): La Compagnia dell'Umiltà attiva a Torino dal XVI al XX secolo fu fondata
in ambienti vicini alla corte sabauda e alla spiritualità gesuita, annoverando tra le socie principesse
sabaude, dame di corte e consorti di confratelli della Compagnia di San Paolo. Il libro ricostruisce
attraverso un'indagine prosopografica la storia pressoché incognita dell'istituzione, rivolta all'assistenza
dei malati e all'erogazione di doti, e ripercorre l'iconografia e l'agiografia della santa patrona, Elisabetta
d'Ungheria.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Society for Confraternity Studies).
Title: A "Compromisso" for the future : 500th anniversary of the first printed edition of the Compromisso of
the Confraternity of the Misericórdia /
Author: Leitão, Henrique de Sousa (editor), Elliott, John (translator)
Call Number: HV350 .L5 C6513 2017
ISBN: 9789898712615 (English version)
Description: Text in English. Catalog of an exhibition held at the Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa,
Lisbon, Portugal, May 10-September 10, 2017.
Gift to Victoria University Library (Society for Confraternity Studies).
Title: P. Terentii Afri poetæ lepidissimi Comœdiæ omnes : cvm absolvtis commentariis /
Author: Terenve
Call Number: Rare Oversize PA6755 .A2 1571

ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin
Description: Printer's device on title page with motto: "Virtuti omnia parent"; initials (some historiated).
Text in double columns. Gift to Victoria University Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: Du Bartas et ses divines Semaines /
Author: Yvonne Bellenge
Call Number: PQ1617 .B44 1993
ISBN: 2718118954
Language: French (Français)
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Kushner, Eva).
Title: Le "rime sparse" /
Author: Francesco Petrarca
Call Number: PQ4476 .F24
ISBN: n/a
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Warkentin, Germaine.)
Title: Le rime /
Author: Francesco Petrarca
Call Number: PQ4476 .F64
ISBN: n/a
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Warkentin, Germaine.)
Title: Canzoniere /
Author: Francesco Petrarca
Call Number: PQ4477 .A1 1996
ISBN: 8879892037
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Warkentin, Germaine.)
Title: Canzoniere /
Author: Francesco Petrarca
Call Number: PQ4477 .A1 1999
ISBN: 8804410221
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Warkentin, Germaine.)
Title: Concordanze del Canzoniere di Francesco Petrarca /
Author: Francesco Petrarca
Call Number: PQ4488 .A43 1971
ISBN: n/a
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (Warkentin, Germaine.)
Title: Giervsalemme liberata : poema heroico /
Author: Torqvato Tasso

Call Number: PQ4638 .A81
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Italian / Italiano
Description: Illustrated title-page: printer's device on last leaf: head and tail pieces, initials. Publisher
from colophon. Gift to Victoria University Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: The Oxford handbook of the age of Shakespeare /
Author: edited by R. Malcolm Smuts
Call Number: PR421 .O94 2016
ISBN: 9780199660841
Description: The Oxford Handbook of the Age of Shakespeare presents a broad sampling of current
historical scholarship on the period of Shakespeare's career that will assist and stimulate scholars of his
poems and plays. Rather than merely attempting to summarize the historical 'background' to
Shakespeare, individual chapters seek to exemplify a wide variety of perspectives and methodologies
currently used in historical research on the early modern period that can inform close analysis of
literature. Different sections examine political history at both the national and local levels; relationships
between intellectual culture and the early modern political imagination; relevant aspects of religious and
social history; and facets of the histories of architecture, the visual arts, and music.
Topics treated include the emergence of an early modern 'public sphere' and its relationship to drama
during Shakespeare's lifetime; the role of historical narratives in shaping the period's views on the
workings of politics; attitudes about the role of emotion in social life; cultures of honour and shame and
the rituals and literary forms through which they found expression; crime and murder; and visual
expressions of ideas of moral disorder and natural monstrosity, in printed images as well as garden
architecture. Gift to Victoria University Library (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: The Oxford handbook of Shakespeare and embodiment : gender, sexuality, and race /
Author: edited by Valerie Traub
Call Number: PR2976 .O875 2016
ISBN: 9780199663408
Description: The Oxford Handbook of Shakespeare and Embodiment brings together 42 of the most
important scholars and writing on the subject today. Extending the purview of feminist criticism, it offers
an intersectional paradigm for considering representations of gender in the context of race, ethnicity,
sexuality, disability, and religion. In addition to sophisticated textual analysis drawing on the methods of
historicism, psychoanalysis, queer theory, and posthumanism, a team of international experts discuss
Shakespeare's life, contemporary editing practices, and performance of his plays on stage, on screen,
and in the classroom. This theoretically sophisticated yet elegantly written Handbook includes an editor's
Introduction that provides a comprehensive overview of current debates. Gift to Victoria University Library
(Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: Oxford handbook of Shakespearean tragedy /
Author: edited by Michael Neill and David Schalkwyk
Call Number: PR2983 .O94 2016
ISBN: 9780198724193
Description: The Oxford Handbook of Shakespearean Tragedy presents fifty-four essays by a range of
scholars from all parts of the world. Together these essays offer readers a fresh and comprehensive
understanding of Shakespeare tragedies as both works of literature and as performance texts written by a
playwright who was himself an experienced actor. The opening section explores ways in which later
generations of critics have shaped our idea of 'Shakespearean' tragedy, and addresses questions of

genre by examining the playwright's inheritance from the classical and medieval past. The second section
is devoted to current textual issues, while the third offers new critical readings of each of the tragedies.
This is set beside a group of essays that deal with performance history, with screen productions, and with
versions devised for the operatic stage, as well as with twentieth and twenty-first century re-workings of
Shakespearean tragedy. The book's final section expands readers' awareness of Shakespeare's global
reach, tracing histories of criticism and performance across Europe, the Americas, Australasia, the Middle
East, Africa, India, and East Asia. (Eisenbichler, Konrad).
Title: Pinax rerum naturalium Britannicarum, continens vegetabilia, animalia, et fossil1a, in hac insula
reperta inchoatus /
Author: Christophoro Merrett
Call Number: QH137 .M47 1667
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Languages: Latin, English
Description: A variant of the edition with 'Editio secunda' following title and with 'prostat apud Sam
Thomson in vico vulgo dicto Ducklane' added to imprint following 'Pulleyn' (Wing M1840). Imprimatur on
verso of title page: Imprimatur, Tho. Grigg, R.P.D. Humfr. Episc. Lond. Sacell. Domest. Title within
double-ruled border; head-pieces; initials. Victoria University Library copy signed on title-page by Ralph
Thoresby; moroccan bookplate of Canon Hornby on front paste-down. Gift to Victoria University Library
(Hoeniger, David).
Title: Theatrum botanicvm = The theater of plants; or, An herball of a large extent
Author: John Parkinson
Call Number: Rare Book Oversize QK41 .P37 1640
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Description: "Errata sic Corrigenda" on final unnumbered leaf. Added engraved title-page: Theatrum
botanicum = The theater of plantes, or, An universall and compleate herball / composed by John
Parkinson ... Head- and tail-pieces; decorated initials. Includes index. Nos. 132/3 repeated; nos. 142/3,
1653-62 omitted; p. 311, 314, 608, 729, 763 incorrectly numbered 310, 318, 708, 727, 673. Some pages
at beginning and end slightly mutilated. With the bookplates of Thomas George Mathews and of C.K.
Mathews. Victoria University Library copy lacks added engraved title-page. Gift to Victoria University
Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: Catalogus plantarum Angliæ, et insularum adjacentium : tum indigenas, tum in agris passim cultas
complectens : in quo præter synonyma necessaria, facultates quoque summatim traduntur, unà cum
observationibus & experimentis novis medicis & physicis /
Author: John Ray
Call Number: QK306 .R27 1677
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Language: Latin
Description: Includes "Index morborum & remediorum", a list of botanical cures for various medical
problems (X5r-Y3r). Victoria University Library copy has heraldic bookplate of Francis Hubert Barclay on
front paste-down. Victoria University Library copy lacks plates. Gift to Victoria University Library
(Hoeniger, David).
Title: Gulielmi Rondeletii doctoris medici et medicinae in schola Monspeliensi professoris regii Libri de
piscibus marinis, in quibus veræ piscium effigies expressæ sunt : quæ in tota piscium historia
contineantur, indicat elenchus pagina nona et decima : postremò accesserunt indices necessarij.
Author: Guillaume Rondelet
Call Number: Rare Book Oversize QL615 .R65 1554

ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Description: Head- and tail-pieces; decorated initials. In 1555 was published a second volume entitled
"Universae aquatilium historiae pars altera." Gift to Victoria University Library (Hoeniger, David).
Title: Vogelbůch : darinn die art / natur unnd eigenschafft aller Vöglen / sampt jrer waren Contrafactur /
angezeigt wirdt : allen Liebhaberen der künsten / Artzeten, Maleren, Goldschmiden, Bildschnitzeren,
Seydenstickeren, Weydleüten unnd Köchen / nit allein lustig zů erfaren / sunder gantz nutzlich und
dienstlich zebrauchen /
Author: Conrad Gessner
Call Number: Rare Book Oversize QL673 .G42 1582
ISBN: n/a (rare book)
Description: Woodcut on title page. Victoria University Library copy lacks pages 145 - 156 and 238 - 250
covering falcons and doves respectively; some woodcuts are hand coloured. Victoria University Library
copy includes some notations in an unknown hand on the title page. Gift to Victoria University Library
(Hoeniger, David).

CRRS New Acquisitions – December 2017
Title: Early modern studies after the digital turn /
Author: edited by Laura Estill, Diane K. Jakacki, and Michael Ullyot
Call Number: AZ105 .E27 2016
ISBN: 9780866985574
Title: Digitizing medieval and early modern material culture
Author: edited by Brent Nelson, University of Saskatchewan; Melissa Terras, University College London
Call Number: AZ186 .D54 2012
ISBN: 9780866984744
Title: Social knowledge creation in the humanities
Author: edited by Alyssa Arbuckle, Aaron Mauro, Daniel Powell
Call Number: AZ186 .S67 2017 v.1
ISBN: 9780866985833
Description: The ubiquity of social media has transformed the scope and scale of scholarly
communication in the arts and humanities. The consequences of this new participatory and collaborative
environment for humanities research has allowed for fresh approaches to communicating research.
Social Knowledge Creation takes up the norms and customs of online life to reorient, redistribute, and
oftentimes flatten traditional academic hierarchies. This book discusses the implications of how humanists
communicate with the world and looks to how social media shapes research methods. This volume
addresses peer-review, open access publishing, tenure and promotion, mentorship, teaching,
collaboration, and interdisciplinarity as a comprehensive introduction to these rapidly changing trends in
scholarly communication, digital pedagogy, and educational technology. Collaborative structures are
rapidly augmenting disciplinary focus of humanities curriculum and the public impact of humanities
research teams with new organizational and disciplinary thinking. Social Knowledge Creation represents
a particularly dynamic and growing field in which the humanities seeks to find new ways to communicate
the legacy and traditions of humanities based inquiry in a 21st century context.
Title: Cicero in Heaven: the roman rhetor and Luther’s Reformation
Author: Carl P.E. Springer.
Call Number: BR327 .S57 2018
ISBN: 9783447107129
Description: In Cicero in Heaven: The Roman Rhetor and Luther's Reformation, Carl Springer traces the
historical outlines of Cicero's rhetorical legacy, paying special emphasis to the momentous impact that he
had on Luther, his colleagues at the University of Wittenberg, and later Lutherans. While the revival of
interest in Cicero's rhetoric is more often associated with the Renaissance than with the Reformation, it
would be a mistake to overlook the important role that Luther and other reformers played in securing
Cicero's place in the curricula of schools in modern Europe (and America). Luther's attitude towards
Cicero was complex, and the final chapter of the book discusses negative reactions to Cicero in the
Reformation and the centuries that followed.
Title: The personal Luther: essays on the reformer from a cultural historical perspective /
Author: Susan C. Karant-Nunn
Call Number: BR334.3 .K37 2018
ISBN: 9789004348875
Description: Overwhelmingly, Martin Luther has been treated as the generator of ideas concerning the
relationship between God and humankind deliberately departs from that church-historiographic tradition.
Luther was a voluble and irrepressible divine. Even though he had multiple ancillary interests, such as
singing, playing the lute, appreciating the complexities of nature, and observing his children, his

preoccupation was, as he quickly saw it, bringing the Word of God to the people. This book, a collection
of previously published essays, is not about Luther’s theology except insofar as any ideational construct
is itself an expression of the thinker who frames it. Luther frequently couched his affective utterances
within a theological framework. Nor is it a biography; it does not portray a whole life. Rather, it
concentrates on several heretofore neglected aspects of the Reformer’s existence and personality.
Title: New technologies and Renaissance studies
Author: edited by William R. Bowen, Raymond G. Siemens
Call Number: CB361 .N388 2008
ISBN: 9780866983693
Title: New technologies and Renaissance studies II
Author: edited by Tassie Gniady, Indiana University, Kris McAbee, University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
Jessica Murphy, University of Texas at Dallas
Call Number: CB361 .N389 2014
ISBN: 9780866985154
Description: Essays from the NTMRS panels at the Renaissance Society of America (RSA) annual
meetings for the years 2004-2009.
Title: Michelangelo e Siena /
Author: Enzo Carli ; [le foto sono di Ugo Brandi].
Call Number: Library Use Large NB623 .B9 C3 1964
ISBN: 9782503575957
Language: Italian/ Italiano
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library. (Mayer, Hartwig).
Title: A social edition of the Devonshire manuscript (BL MS Add 17,492)
Author: [edited by] Raymond Siemens, University of Victoria, Karin Armstrong, University of Victoria &
Constance Crompton, University of British Columbia, and the Devonshire MS Editorial Group
Call Number: PR1205 .D48 2015
ISBN: 9780866985178
Description: The Devonshire manuscript (British Library, Add. MS 17492) is a verse miscellany from the
1530s and early 1540s, compiled by three women who attended the court of Anne Boleyn: Mary Shelton,
Mary Fitzroy, and Lady Margaret Douglas.
Title: Louise Bourgeois : midwife to the Queen of France : diverse observations /
Author: translated by Stephanie O'Hara ; edited by Alison Klairmont Lingo.
Call Number: RG93 .B6713 2017
ISBN: 9780866985765
Description: Gift to Victoria University Library (ITER).
Title: Electronic publishing: politics and pragmatics
Author: edited by Gabriel Egan
Call Number: Z286 .E43 E4385 2010
ISBN: 9780866984492
Description: This collection of essays, developed in part out of a series of meetings by experienced
practitioners of electronic scholarly publication at DeMontfort University’s Centre for Textual Scholarship
and Sheffield Hallam University, addresses a number of contentious issues in the field. A starting point for
the collection is the contributors’ awareness of the magnitude of imminent change and a distrust of the
motives and actions of commercial publishers, memorably characterized by Peter Shillingsburg as

“bandits who know very well how to entice scholars into binding contracts but seem to care little about the
quality of the goods” (from The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America book review)

